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1 (frontispiece) Capriccio-St. Paul's
and a Venetian Canal, W. Marlow,
1795.
2 Turin, Italy. Figure-ground
fragment.
3 Ville Contemporaine. Le
Corbusier, 1922.
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Type and Context in Urbanism: Colin Rowe's Contextualism

@ William Ellis

"The aspects of a society tltat humanism most exalts are
justice and continuity. Tltat is why humanism is always
being presented ruith a contrediction. For wlten it speaks
of justice it lrclds tlrut th,e human condition is absolute;
yet when it speaks o.f continuity it implies tlmt society is
not absolute bu,t pragmatic and euen anolnalous. Its in-
tell,igence dictates the remounl of aLl that is anoma\ous;
yet its ideal of social continuity is ualidct"ted by its per-
ception that tlrc effort to destroy anomaly out of h,and ruill
probably bring new and eaen worse anonlalies, tlw na,ture
of man being wlrut it is. 'Let justice be done though the
heauens fall' is balanced by awareness of the likelihood
that after the heauens haue fallen justice wi\l not euer be

done again. Hence th,e humanistic belief, o"ften delusiue,
that society can change itself gradually by taking thought
and., reuising sensibility. Hence too tlrc humanistic ua|-
uation, possibly oueraaluation, of discourse and letters.
"If we look for the reason of Atnold's continuing impor'
tance, u)e are not Likely to ttnd it in his talents aLone,
great as these are, but rather in tlte power ofthe tradition
tohich he consciousLy und,ertook to continue and trans'mit.
For our time, in England o,nd Amertca, Arnold, is the
great continuator and transmitter of the tradition of hu-
rnanism."
Lionel TriLlinq, The Portable Matthew Arnold, 1919.1

Colin Rowe has been to present-day architecture what
Matthew Arnold was to nineteenth-century English iet-
ters. For Arnold, literature and criticism were devices of
humanistic discourse that attempted to mediate between
the ideals of social perfection on the one hand and social
continuity on the other. As a poet and critic, Arnold's
goals were as political as his means were aesthetic: to
prepare the middle class culturally for the world leader-
ship that it was energetically seeking, but that was just
as forcefully being thrust upon it.2

As an architect, historian, and critic, Rowe's aims are
equally political; his tactics just as clearly aesthetic: to
prepare the same middle class for the challenges of what
he sees as political extremism, and for the economic, tech-
nological, and aesthetic simplicities which extremism car-
ries with it, either from the right or from the left. In

D

/+ Mobile City, R. Hemon, 1961t
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4 seeking this, he is not engaged in architectural determin-

ism any more than Arnold was in poetic determinism. To
the contrary, they simply both belong in that line of cul-
tural humanism that imagines the arts to reflect, rather
than to determine, the large contradictions and opposi-
tions that characterize human existence.

Since World War II, and more specifically in the last
fifteen years, aesthetic urbanism, dormant since Camillo
Sitte, Patrick Geddes, and Daniel Burnham, has sudaced
again as a prominent revisionist mode of urban study.3 It
is a reaction as much to the utopian visions of modern
architecture as to the allied holistic, technological as-
sumptions of the planners, both now seen to be simplistic
and inhuman in their apocalyptic reformulations of the
city. The new urbanists reflect a less utopian and less
technologically aggressive view of the city. Among those
who regard urbanism as subject to aesthetic as well as
merely technological investigation, Colin Rowe has long
been one of the most prominent figures.

Basically, Rowe diverted the argument from the ideo-
logical bias of science and progress characteristic of
nineteenth- and early twentieth-century architectural
thought, moving instead into architecture itself as a dis-
cipline. He conceived an approach to aesthetic urbanism
modeled on Karl Popper's understanding of the incremen-
taf fragmentary, and contingent nature of the discovery
of knowledge, supplemented by Lionel Trilling,s definition
of the humanist's contradictory and dialectical view of
society, which simultaneously exalts two antithetical
propositions-the ideal of perfect social justice and the
worth of social continuity, however imperfect it may be.
Translated into architectural terms, this approach under-
stands change as the incremental, contingent subversion
of the status quo (Popper), effected through a discourse
between'ideal' types and'imperfect' contexts (Trilling).a
The concept of perfect and perfectible type was inherited
from modernism; the renewed concern for continuing con-
texts was a reaction against it. This discourse, because it
involved an interest in existing contexts, came to be
known as contertualism.s The term has been taken up by
much of the architectural avant-garde. It is usually

thought of merely as a procedure of "matching" new ad-
ditions to the style and scale of the existing context. This
is a gross misunderstanding of Rowe's original intent, and
a distortion of his underlying attitudes.

He originally intended contextualism to mitigate two re-
ceived architectural images of the city: the traditional
city, with its open spaces "carved out of a solid mass" (fig.
2), and Le Corbusier's "City in the Park,l'with its isolated
buildings standing free in open space (fig. 3).u The tradi-
tional city, its bounded open spaces deflned by contiguous
buildings, combined with the modernist city, its buildings
set in boundless open space: some version of this funda-
mental and precise spatial idea underlies almost all Rowe's
urbanistic work. He wanted the discourse between type
and context, enlivened by this spatial idea, to act as a
counter-model to Le Corbusier's urbanism, without losing
the grandeur of the latte/s images, as well as to counter-
act Archigram's "Tube City," without descending to an
equivalent of their scenic, neo-futurist, pseudo-technolog-
ical mania (fig. a).

From the first, he envisioned that this argument between
type and context-between ideals and continuity-might
be caruied out through a range of compositional strategies:
either a complete resolution of parts, or a collage of parts,
or a collision between parts.

To adopt an attitude of any kind toward 'urban composi-
tion' is to think about cities in a radically different way
from the modernists. For instance, most modernists con-
cluded that painting and single-building architecture were
concerned with composition-that is, with relationships
between objects (fig. 9)-while urbanism was concerned
with the typical nature of elemental objects themselves
(see fig. 3). Even though Le Corbusier, for example, was
a covert aesthete-urbanist, his interest in elemental urban
objet-types outweighed his concern for their composition
into groups. His groupings tended more to be exercises
in geometrical logic abetted by presumptions of functional
propriety than compositions as such (fig. 6).

In this connection it can be suggested that most modern-
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6 Ville Radieuse, Le Corbusier,
1927. GeneraL p\an.

7 Suprematist composition,
K. MaLeutch,, 19U.
8 Still Life, Le Corbu,sier, 1925

9 Project for a priaate h,ome. T. Van
Doesburg, C. Van Esteren, 1922.
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10 ProposaL.for Looe, G. Cu\len,
n,.d,.
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ist paintings were contextualT insofar as they subordi-
nated the typal characteristics of individual elements to
an overall composition. This can be seen to hold from
Cubism and Futurism to Elementarism, Neo-Plasticism,
Suprematism, and Purism (fig. 8). Even a Malevich paint-
ing, with each element intact, is composed (fig. T). The
Bolshevik city, by contrast, was to have been constructed
(fig. 5).

To observe that modernism adhered to such differing prin-
ciples of type and composition relative to small-scale and
Iarge-scaie work-to "painting'' and "cities"-is to state
in a particular way Rowe's criticism of modernist urban-
ism. But to observe that his approach descends in part
directly from modernist painting suggests that his incli-
nations are pictorial but anti-picturesque. For all his in-
terest in three-dimensional spatial concepts, with their
scenic implications, he works like an abstract painter com-
posing in two dimensions. Thus it is crucial to understand
how he uses-or decides not to use-the various two-
dimensional strategies of composition available to him
(resolution, collage, collision).

But compositional strategies alone are not sufficient to a
developed approach. To implement these strategies he
needed a process that would set him apart from the pic-
turesque approaches oftownscape (fig. 10), many ofwhose
ideas he found difficult to refute, and Camillo Sitte (flg.
11), much of whose formal lexicon and enthusiasm for
bounded urban spaces matched his own. Further, he
needed a process that, while pictorial, could be defended
as 'rational', one that transcended mere shape-making.
His Popperian premises indicated the process should be
partial and ameliorative. But at the same time his human-
ist premises denied him the luxury of simple relativism,
just as they denied him the pleasures of simple idealism.
He wanted the process to exhibit both continuity and
change, reflecting the two paradoxical faces of the histor-
ical process itself.

These conflicting requirements led to a process of design
and presentation featuring two main components: the fig-
ure-ground plan and the notion ofthe "set piece," or com-



posite building. The figure-ground plan, especially that of
a traditional city (see fig. 2), directly represents a dia-

lectical equivalence between its "solid" parts (buildings)
and its "voids" (open spaces). It became an iconic anchor
for Rowe. It could be read as visually reversed, the spaces

acting as separate, discrete figures and the building pat-
terns as continuous background. It was well suited to his
contingent, dialectical approach, and it tended-as an im-
age-to put the traditional city in a better light than the
city of modern architecture. The traditional city is more
interesting as a pattern of buildings and spaces, and u'ith
its uniform roof heights, more susceptible to two-dimen-
sional representation (fig. 12). Although figure-ground is

a pictorial device involved with Gestalf assumptions and
procedures, it is not picturesque in the scenographic
sense. It suggests the abstract painter rather than the
painter of scenes, relationships rather than objects, pat-
tern rather than picture. It betrays Rowe's inclination
toward the totally activated field of much modertist paint-
ing (see figs. 8, 14). Thus it unites two of his great enthu-
siasms: traditional urban space and certain aspects of mod-
ernist art. It also allows him to work with pattern
structures at a scale as grand as Le Corbusie/s. These

patterns are abstract-and anti-picturesque-in a further
way: their huge size enables them to be imagined from
the plan, but prevents them being seen as pictures in
front of the eye (figs. 25-29). Finally, it facilitates his

claim to engagement in a rationai process-a formalist
analogue to functionalist rationality. Using the device, he

can apply Lhe parti method of building design to the con-

siderably larger scale of the city, working within a deduc-
tive formal logic from general patterns in the context
down to particular architectural shapes free of any func-

tionalist causation. He can maintain that these shapes

have been arrived at rationally because they are arguably
the deductive result of formal choices made at a larger
scale-that of their context. This is the precise opposite
of, but also the precise equivalent to, building up either
a functionalist rationale or an inductive formalist rationale
from within the bounds of a form's own intrinsic object-
hood. This way, it is a radical deviation from modernism.

If the figure-ground plan forms the general armature for

Rowe's process, then the set piece, or composite building, 7

acts as the principal device within that process. He thinks
of this device as a "fragment of utopia" (in this way he

resembles Popper) and also as representing Trilling's hu-
manist dialectic between the "perfect" connotations of
type and the "imperfect" connotations of real contexts. It
is usually a complex building or a coherent grouping that
can be imposed upon a context, undergo a mutual defor-
mation with that context, and become something new. It
sustains a general typological identity, usually through
geometrical regularity at its core, and promotes a local
particularity of composition, usually through irregularity
at its edges. Among his favorite models of this device are
the Hofburg in Vienna, the Residenz in Munich, and the
Asplund competition entry for the Royal Chancellery in
Stockholm (figs. 13, 15, 16). Through their particular scale

and innate complexity, they separate from or fuse with
existing contexts of buildings, acting as either objects in
open space or as parts of built-up fields. In other words,
they act as eitherTtgure ot: ground, and thus the "figures"
could be either buildings or "spatial objects."8

Rowe's early projects show how his compositional strat-
egies develop between resolution, collage, and collision,
through a process using figure-ground and the composite
fragment. These strategies and this process imply definite
consequences with respect to (1) the general argument
between type and context; (2) the concept of total design
versus incremental change; (3) the newly refurbished con-

cept of scenographic monumentality in urbanism; and (4)

the ultimate effect of a deductive, hypothetical process of
urban design on everyday urban reality. These subjects
form the basis of the following analysis.

Buffalo Waterfront Proiect, 196/t

The site (fig. 18) consists of remnants of an "ideal" Latin
frame modified by topography and early transport routes.
It is overlaid by sprawling, colliding grids that blur its
perimeter and confuse its interior. The scheme (fig. 17)

isolates the original town center from the surrounding
sprawl by means of a huge expressway. It proposes a
grand housing complex at the waterfront, a new commer-
cial strip downtown, and a rationalized transportation net
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11 Ringstrasse, Vienna, Austria,
C. Sitte, published 1889.
Suggestion for western portion.
12 Lucca, Ito,ly. Air uiew.
13 Hffiurg Palace, Vienna,
Austria. G. Semper, extension 1821
74 Simultaneous counter-
composition, T. Van Doesburg,
1929 -1930.
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attaching a recreation and park complex to the mainland,
all of which focus upon and incorporate the city hall area.
Rowe considered the colliding grids as a latent pafii. The
compositional strategy was one of both resolution and

collision. The tactic was to clarify the ambiguous collisions
by giving predominance to some axes and subordinating
others. This intensifles the sense of collision between the
pafts even though at the point of collision each part is
carefully resolved with respect to the others. F-or all
Rowe's interest in the traditional city as "a continuous
solid out of which a structure of spaces has been carved,"
Buffalo consists essentially of the imposition of modifled
modernist building types standing free in space but com-
pressed into dense, directional layers. These furnish the
movement necessary to activate the static town center.
They invade it like a benign virus attacking-and enliven-
ing-a tired cell. With its interplay of grids along three
axes, its open spaces, and its linear buildings seen as

connected figures, the Buffalo project takes the Baroque
idea of a system of connected nodes and places it under
the compositional auspices that typified Suprematist and

Elementarist painting. It is the Quirinale complex exe-
cuted by Malevich, Phiiadelphia by Van Doesburg.

Buffalo shows the usefulness of the iinear building for
contextual operations. This elemental type, used so re-
ductively and rigidly by Le Corbusier and the German
rationalists, is unique in its capacity to retain its typal
characteristics while undergoing contextual deformation
or elaboration. Made incrementally more complex, spe-
cific, and subservient to its surroundings, it can be easily
forced into a dispute between typological amnesia and
typological recall. It can tu,ist, crank, or bencl to 1tt'omote
formai structure in cotrfusecl ui'ban patterns.

Certain pai'ts of the scheme are presentecl at greatet'
detail (fig. 19). Using the presentation technique of Nolli's
plan for Rome (fig. 20), only the most significant and
public interiors are shown as spaces. Otherwise the buikl-
ings are rendered as solid objects, part of a carefully
worked out figure-ground composition. It represents the
scarcely sublimated wish to design Rome as it happened

to exist when Nolli painstakingly portrayed its public spa-
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15 Royal Residenz, Murtich,
Get-matty. L. uon Klenze, compLeted

1826 -1833.
16 Royal Chancellery, StockhoLm,
Swed,en. G. Asplund, 1922. Site
plan.
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10 tial circuit in 1748. But it does so as if through the eyes
of an Elementarist or Suprematist painter.

With respect to an overall stylistic and compositional tle-
velopment in Rowe's work, Buffalo is an initial attempt
to resolve formal conflicts in an urban setting by producing
a composition of modernist and historically ambiguous
shapes that weave the nern' city into the olcl one. His
methocl of composition here is one of almost Baroque fot-
mal ancl spatial complexity, with an intensely high degree
of pui'ely formal resolution at points of collision. In com-
bining collision rn'ith resolution it is a true collage, a rich,
persuasive argument betu.een type and context.

The questions that will arise as this analysis proceecls are,
does Rowe's cleductive formalism amount to architectural
totalitarianism in liberal guise; where is the line between
architectural totalitarianism and architectural humanism
in these projects; and what is the relation of this decluctive
approach to actual urbanism?

Harlem Urbun Renetoal Project, 1g66
If Buffalo can be seen as a mediation between two urban
grids, the Harlem Urban Renewal Project of 1966 sug-
gests a mediation between the traditional urban gricl and
modernism's "City in the Park."e Neither was acceptabie
alone. Both already existed on the site, but in the abused
forms of slum blocks and project housing. Terrain ancl
builciing condition suggested the retention of a centr.al
spine of traditional blocks, flanked by open zones conlain-
ing neu,' freestanding buildings (fig. 21), Rowe pr.oposecl
to upgrade the existing blocks into a hybrid type, con-
taining new towers and the suggestion of more freely-
formed sub-elements (fig. 22). He brought the existing
project housing into the larger organization of new build-
ings set in open space.

As a composition it lacks the energy and coherence of
Buffalo because there is, in effect, no appreciable argu-
ment between type and context. There is proximity but
no engagement. There is contrast but no contradiction.
The new city is added to the existing context, but the
discourse between them is mute. The new object buildings

are so different from the traditional blocks that they can-
not enter into an active exchange. Because the edges of
the existing grid remain intact, separating it from the
new additions, the elaborate shapes of the new buildings
seem gratuitous. However, the isolation of this field of
blocks accomplishes a signiflcant compositional ploy: the
field, while background, also takes on the qualities of a
regular figure sitting in a larger field of isolated irregular
buildings.

The one diagonal element in the context produces a com-
positional response in the pattern of neu, building that
seems forced and self-conscious-at once insufficient and
too much. This suggests that Rowe's method and his se-
lection of forms at this point are most successful in a
context already possessing a high degree of irregularity
and collision. Stylistically, and in terms of the argument
between type and context, Rowe here uses the traditional
city as a problem context, and his partis are still devel-
oped firmly within a repertoire of modernism. His com-
positional strategy is more collage than resolution, so it
does signify change and open process; but the circum-
stance of simple dualism between new and old blunts the
effect of any argument between type and context.

At the huge scale of this project it becomes easier to
imagine the problems that may lie within the deductive
parti method of renovating existing cities. Because cities
tend to change by heterogeneous, piecemeal additions,
the larger the scale of the project, the less likelv it is to
correspond to actuality. Thus the smaller the context from
which the solution is deduced, perhaps the better, if it is
to correspond to Rowe's original intention to create a
humanistic discourse between contradictory entities, and
if it is to have any effect on reality.

Lower East Side Project, New York City, 1967
In many ways this project is a combination of the Buffalo
and Harlem projects. The compositional strategy of colli-
sion comes into play more firmly than ever before (figs.
23,24). As in the Buffalo project, there is a certain trans-
parency between new development and existing context,
an interweaving of old and new pattern structures. But



17 Buffalo Watetfront Project,
Buffalo, I{ew York. Sh,adow p\an,
196/+.

The initial project was prepared by
R. Baiter, R. CardweLL, D. Chan,
W. Copper, H. Forusz, F. Koetter,
M. Miki, E. Olympto, F. Oswald.
Cntics were: C. Rotoe,
W. Seligmann, J. WeLLs.

18

18 Existing street-block plan,
fragment.
19 Figt,re-ground p\an, detai|.
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20 Rome, ItaLy. G. I',lolLi, 1218. ptan
drawing, fraoment.
21 Harlem Urban Renewal project,
flarlem, Neto York. Shadout plan,
1966. C. Rowe, T. Schttmacher,
J. WelLs, F. Koetter, Assistants:
S. Potters, M. Scltwafiing,
C. Steatns.
22 Figure-ground plan, .fraqment.
Modified grid, 196G.
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here the new development is more than just the augmen_
tation and clarification seen at Buffalo of existing 

"condi_

tions. Rather than attempting to completely resJve col_
liding parts, positive use is made here of thu tensions
arising from slightly antagonistic impingements between
elements in space. Of Rowe,s projects so far, this marks
it as the most direct descendant of Suprematist painting.

As in the Harlem project, he treats both megastructures
and gridded fields ofurban texture as types, each ofwhich
can be read alternatively as figure or grouncl. Again, the
edges of one existing grid are carved away. But here,
because of its rotation relative to the surrounding contexi
(see figs. 23,24), this gridded flelcl is not only isolated but
becomes a positive part of the Williamsburg Bridge com_
piex. Like the bridge, it literally intrudes upon the city.
Being an intrusion, it is more apparent as boih a type and
a figure than is its counterpart in the Harlem prolect. The
tactic ofrelating to the bridges more than to the surround_
ing grids is applied also to the new megastructures, lend_
ing great effectiveness to the strategy of collision. To the
north, a diagonal track is cut through existing texture and
anchors a new complex at the water,s edge that both
collides with and is resolved into the exis[ing context.
This diagonal cut is more convincing than tliat of the
Harlem project because it acts as a negative lineal element
to form a set with the bridges, each on a different axis.

As a composition, the play between type and context,
change and persistence, blatant collision ind deiicate res_
olution, is elaborate and convincing. It also suggests a
stylistic and compositional change, from the modei of the
Baroque spatial circuit toward one of Neoclassical juxta_
position. This, coupled with the contrast between the
giant scale of the new additions and the smaller scale of
the existing parts, lends the composition a sensate, scenic
monumentality, that sense of intrusion from other realms,
that has more recently become a hallmark of many archi_
tect-urbanists (see figs. 85, 86). Here can be seen the
beginning of Rowe's struggle between his sense of overall
intellectual order and compositional resolution on the one
hand, and his fascination with the isolated, monumental
event-the scenic objeet-on the other.
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Because the strategy of collision frees the project from
the l'eeling of obsessive formal resolution, it tends to per-
suade us of its contingent, fragmentary nature. This
makes it a convincing clemonstration of the possibilities
within his deductive approach for that humanistic argu-
ment betr,l'een icleals ancl continuity, involving contradic-
tion and change over time, and for the real possibility of
such discourse in subsequent development and actual im-
plementation.

I,l ot-th Brortr Pro.iect, 1 967 -1 968

In this project Rowe works in an extremely abstract way.
Here his deductive approach is applied for the most part
at the largest possible scale, seldom descending to explicit
architectural detail, and then only at the very end of the
study. For this reason the project is a curious, almost
paradoxical example of both the potential soundness and
the apparent weakness of the deductively contextual ap-
proach to urban change. Down to a certain level of specific
detail, the approach provides a formally and contextually
rationai set of suggestions as to horv a given context might
change incrementally over time (figs. 25-29). Although
anti-functionalist, it does not flaunt its formalism or dis-
dain workability; it merely presumes a loose fit between
form and function. Hence the reasonableness of suggest-
ing that the existing context itself can indicate the direc-
tion and general formal nature of appropriate change,

either as extension of or as contradiction to its existing
state. At this general level, the approach is hardly more
than one of common sense guided by a fine hand and
imaginative speculation about possibilities. Its deductive
nature is reasonable-even at a huge scale-as long as it
posits very general suggestions. At this scale it is analo-
gous rather than precisely equivalent to the parti method
of design at the scale of architecture. As such, it pretends
to cleal only with those formal recommenclations, appro-
priate to its large scale, that are veq/ Ioose and general.

The problems arise when the process becomes overbal-

anced toward its contextual concerns to the detriment of
a dialogue with imposed types; when it is taken, in a more

or less unbroken deductive chain, from the scale almost

of a regional plan down to the scale almost of architectural
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23 Louter East Side Project, |lew
York City. FiELre-ground plan,
existing conditions, 196f . C. Rowe,
A. Caragonne, D. Du,ttcan,
F. Hamtnond, L. l{ichoLs,
F. Pannen,borg, S. Potters,
J. Schworting, A. Valk.
2l Figure-qrourtd, 1967.

ao

plans (figs. 25-29). Here, at least by impiication, the
contingent, dialectical premises that originally constituted
the argument between type and context are contradicted.
The process begins to disallow notions of openness and
change. This is because, below a certain scale ofendeavor,
cities are not only deduced from larger contexts, but are
also induced as agglomerations of individual buildings,
subject to a number of forces other than contextual pro-
priety alone. The particular shape of a block or a building
as deduced here may be formally-and even functionally-
valid in relation to its surrounding context, but because
cities change over time, this building, seen as a piece of
data, is just as likely to become obsolete in contextual
terms, as other data would become in technological or
demographic terms, by the time of implementation. Thus,
as a theoreticai demonstration attempting to affect the
nature of reality, the more architecturally precise the
deductive procedure becomes, the less effective informa-
tion, paradoxically, it is likely to contain.

It is a significant aspect of this project that it demon-
strates the capacity of this approach to propose sugges-
tions for extremely large areas. While this may be theo-
retically audacious, the question of their usefulness in
reality lies not so much in their size as in their level of
particularity. Moreover, the more precise and detailed
they become as deductive results of decisions at a larger
scale, the less humanistic they are in Trillingrs terms as
an argument between contradictions, and the more total-
itarian are their implications.

Another significant aspect here is that Rowe introduces
a ne\\, tu,ist in the argument between type and context.
The large patterns discernible by inspection or interpre-
tation or, if you rvill, by "analysis," are i.rnoginecl to be
types as weil as patterns existing in the context-imper-
fect and highly particular types to be sure, but types
nonetheless. The patterns are, in effect, given a typolog-
ical life. Through this leap of attitude, the context-or
patterns within it-is suddenly equipped with all the ap-
paratus of both type and context, with ideals as well as
deflciencies, with rational consequences as well as prob-
lems. It is three things at once: the "probiem,,, the im-
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25 North Brow Project, I'lew York
City. Orth,ogonal grtd, emphasis on
aerticaL eLements, 1 967 -1 9 68.
C. Rowe, P. Eisenman, W. ELlis,
S. Potters, J. Schuarting,
J. Stottmcm.

26 Diagonal grtd emphasized, 1967-
1968.
27 Iso\ating site froru adjacent
areo,s, 1967-1968.
28 Connectittg site to adjacent areas,
1967 -1968.
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29 North Bronx Project, I{eru York
City. Figure-ground plan, 1967-
1968. C. Rowe, P. Eisenman,
W. Ellis, S. Potters, J. Schwatting,
J. Stottman.
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30 MinneapoLis RenewaL Project,
M inneapolis, M inne sotcL. I sLand
p\an, 1976. C. Rorue, J. Di Mu,io,
J. HartLey, S. Potters,
M. KLeintnan.
31 Iso\a beLLa, Lake Maggiore, Itctly

30

31

32 Paduct, Prato deLla Valle, ItaLy
33 Minneapolis Retrcwal Project.
Pla,n, 1976.
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34 Roma Intewotta. C. Rowe and
S. Peterson, 1978. Sector eight.
35 Roma Intetrotta. L. Krier, 1g78
Bird's eye uiew of social center, St.
Peter's Sqtnre.

36 Roma Interrotta. L. Krier, 1928
View of monument and urban
.fabric.
37 Oblique drawing, R. Jagals,
1967.
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perfect depiction of its own "perfect" state, and its own
agent for directing rational change toward formal perfec-
tion in its own terms.

These basic aspects are illustrated by the two schemes
developed for the overall organization. One of these imag-
ines the orthogonal grid system to be a set of verbical
striations laminated together (fig. 25). This emphasizes
the centripetal possibilities of the site in order to separate
it from adjacent parts of the Bronx to the east and west
(f,.5.27). The other scheme imagines a latent diagonal grid
system as a radiocentric type (fig. 26). This emphasizes
the centrifugal possibilities of the site, connecting it to
the adjacent parts on each side (fig. 28). In each scheme
the relation between Fordham Road and the site is a key
factor, as it could, by manipulation, be made to read as
part of either grid system. The fragmentation of the tight
urban texture just north of Fordham Road and its trans-
formation into green space would bring Fordham Road
into the diagonal grid, suggesting the radiocentric type-
parti (see flgs. 26, 28). Alternatively, Fordham Road could
be confirmed as part of the orthogonal system (see flgs.
25,27), suggesting the set of laminated striations as the
type-parti.

In the argument between type and context, this project
represents an exercise, not without its obvious fascina-
tions, in chasing one's typological tail. As to the question
of architectural totalitarianism, it illustrates that the
problem lies not so much in the size of the project as in
the architectural precision with which huge projects are
proposed.

Minneapolis, 1976
This project illustrates an idea that is central to Rowe's
subsequent book Collage City, and which had been ad-
umbrated in the Lower East Side project, but is seldom
allowed free rein in his work: namely, the change from a
more or less resolved composition of abstract shapes
(painting or collage) to the unresolved collision of specific
historical prototypes. In the interplay between type and
context, this development must be understood as a change
from a condition in which the context is likely to suggest

a type to one in which a type suggests a context. While 19
there still may be a concern with what the site could
become in terms of its own latent properties, there is now
also a concern to mine architectural history for prototypes
that provide, arbita dicta, the rules for changing a con-
text. This approach makes the already strong anti-func-
tionalism in Rowe's work up to this time seem trivial by
comparison. It suggests that history is the veritable sci-
ence of urbanism. It is difficult to imagine a more disdain-
ful-and potentially brilliant-anti-functionalist stance.

Minneapolis offers two examples of the overt use of his-
torical prototypes, and they are each used in different
ways. The first is the Prato della Valle at Padua (fig. 32).
It is imposed as a prefabricated insert, a stabilizing focus
for a vast openpiazza (fig. 30). It absorbs the discordant
impingements that bear upon it, not through resolution
but by fending off the elements juxtaposed around it. In
other parts of the scheme, Rowe's predilection for fully
resolved pattern composition still dominates his procedure
(see fig. 33). But as he flirts here with a fragmentary,
arbitrary juxtaposition of parts, we see his fascination
with the possibilities of a city of fragments colliding with
each other to produce the scenically monumental effect of
objects transported from unlikely places and remote
times, and placed together in a locale in unlikely ways
(see figs. 35, 36, 46).

The other prototype is Isola Bella, at Lake Maggiore (fig.
31). It offers a particular instance of topographically ma-
nipulative ter"r'acing based on an elegant collection of
skewed axes and apposite adjacencies, with specific sug-
gestions for various descents from summit to waterline.
Rowe uses it as a model for the development of an island
in the Mississippi between Minneapolis's "Ieft" and "right"
banks (frg. 30). In so doing he goes beyond the procedure
of inserting an undistorted type into a context. In fact, he
reverses it. He literally smothers an island context with
a prototype. Instead of collision between parts, there
takes place a total collisional overlay, the virtual absorp-
tion of a context by a prototype. Also, by selecting a
prototype rather than using a general pattern such as a
checkerboard layout or a band of linear buildings side by
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20 side, the procedure becomes less one of "designing" and
more one of modifying, or ruling out portions of a pre-
selected solution. It has the virtue of suggesting the de-
cisive, parbicular relationships peculiar to old things. This
is an incalculable advantage when faced with the problem
of creating something out of nothing, an alternative to the
kind of geometrical or topological pattern-thinking usually
resorted to when faced with empty ground.

Both these developments can be suggested to have their
origin not only in Rowe's acute historical erudition, but
also-at least obliquely-in the work of Rainer Jagalsto
(1940-1967) with which Rowe has been fascinated for
some time (flg. 37). Among other attributes, Jagals's work
suggests the monumental possibilities of juxtaposing un-
likely prototypes, taken from throughout architectural
history, to form eclectic urban groupings that disregard
any consideration of either context or typal similarity.
They act as collages of disputatious types, set on open
ground, forming their own unique context-illustrations
of historical architectural fragments. This work, little
known outside certain architectural circles, must be as-
sumed to have influenced any number of current architect-
urbanists, especially many of the 'Neo-Rationalists'.

Romn Interrotta, 1978
Roma Interrotta might almost have been designed to ex-
ploit Rowe's humanistic desire to "concilliate between
eras." The context is itself a juxtaposition of historical
prototypes, a palimpsest ranging from sacred traces in
open land to empty shells, to active buildings and com-
plexes. His use of specific prototypes to shape the devel-
opment of this context now becomes chronologically and
typologically indiscriminant. They are both "historical"
and modern, and completely eclectic in scale, configura-
tional type, and associational image. The Palatine palaces,
the LabyrinthlZiggural of the Mundaneum, Rockefeller
Center, the Roman theater, the ideal Italian town, the
empirical Italian hill town, the Italian garden, the Egyp-
tian temple, landscaping a Ia Ville Radieuse-all these can
be found here (fig. 34).

Considering the movement observed thus far toward a

compositional strategy of collision, it might be expected
that these historical prototypes would be arranged as a
series of monumental fragments in some kind of contin-
gent, unresolved juxtaposition. But this does not happen.
Instead, each prototype is made to act as a precisely
designed nucleus of a field of miscellaneous urban texture.
They operate much like Rowe's model of the "composite"
building, with the "ideal" nucleus providing a dialectical
focus for the "contextual" periphery. But these areas and
their peripheries, for the most part, are also designed as
complete, precisely resolved compositions, sometimes
even penetrating each other to establish elaborately in-
terwoven formal patterns much like some of his earlier
two-dimensional figure-glound projects. Thus any dis-
course between type and context insofar as it might in-
volve openness to change, contingency, or that mutual
contradiction so basic to the analogy of Trilling's human-
istic deflnition is done away with altogether. Moreover,
the emphasis on flgure-ground presentation heightens the
sense of perfectly worked-out unity between the proto-
types as nuclei and the flelds of built-up texture they are
meant to anchor. What is presented here is total design,
perfect within its own formal premises. It can be consid-
ered a mirror image of Le Corbusier's city of modernism-
more involved with circuits of space and less with object-
buildings, more contextually deductive and less typologi-
cally inductive, but total design nonetheless.

The captivating bogus history invented by Rowe for this
project as a textual apology for his contextual sorties
bears out his tendency toward more hermetic composi-
tions, perfect within themselves. His compositional vir-
tuosity is impressive. The layer of associational meanings
that adheres to a specific prototype, but is absent from a
more general type, invigorates this work. The use of such
prototypes may well, as he has suggested, "make the good
easy and the evil difficult."rr But the more the historical
choice becomes obscure the more it must be accompanied
by an exercise of pure explanation in order to give it any
meaning other than as a shape. It does appear to be an
almost automatic process (see figs. 30, 33). Simply thumb-
ing its nose at function, it-brilliantly-convinces us of
the potentially interminable list of architectural inventions



38 Newton's Cenotaph, erterior bu
day. E. Boullbe, 17&.
39 Marylebone District
Red,euelopment, London. S. Fong,
1979.
Studio project, figure-grotLnd pLan.
/10 M arylebone District
Redeuelopment. Axonometrtc uiew.

M

1.1 Waterfront strategy for
Richmond, Va. S. MtLse, 1978.
Studio project.
"02 Urban deuelopment.for uppet
Manlruttan. M. Man-fredi, 1978.
Studio proj ect, .fi gure - grou,tt d 1tl ctn..
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22 that can be pulled from history to become perfectly func-
tionai urban fragments. It is the ultimate anti-function-
alist demonstration, but aiso the ultimate eclectic dem-
onstration. At the same time, in a certain respect, it is
iike the approach of the functionalists, which was similarly
imbued with a certain automatism, u''hich was to have
made "the good easy ancl the evil difficult." And just as

functionalism has proven too simpiistic to deal alone with
so complex an activity as urbanism, so these transforma-
tions of historical prototypes run the risk of a complacent,
hermetic virtuosity, one that leads to a fcrrmularized proc-
ess of pattern-rationalism, the virtues of which are ap-
parent only on the exhibition wall; the question arises as

to what degree Rowe seems content to exploit virtuosity
for its own sake.

In Rowe's terms the issue may well come clown to virtu-
osity versus defeatism. But the argument might equally
well be put as hedonism versus heroism. Manfredo Tafuri
has said, speaking of Rolancl Barthes' "literature of pleas-
ure," "there is no heroism in a language that makes he-
donism its realm."12 George Baird has asked, referring
specifically to Rowe's own remarkable contribution to the
ideological demolition of Moclern Architecture, "how far,
creatively speaking, shoulcl we expect to be able to go in
our new, mature, and clisillusioned enlightenment?"13

Thus Rorve's aesthetic preclilectiorr fbl completely re-
solvecl composition ancl the fully rvolked-out two-climen-
sional fleld pushes him torvarcl a form of total ciesign that
belies his initial assumptions of a dialogue betu'een con-
tradictor-v forces. But it also reflects an attitucle tou'arcl
the concept of monumentalily that, at least since .Rotrza

Intewotta, sets him apart from most other at'chitect-ur-
banists. It suggests a clisclain for the more sensational-
even atmospheric-aspects of visual or scenic monumen-
tality that have come largely to constitute that quality for
the modem mind, and which are energetically evoked by
many current practitioners of "aesthetic urbanism."

Compare, for instance, some work of Leon Krier (figs. 35,

36) to some recent work from Rowe's studio at Cornell
(figs. 39-42). Both are Neoclassical in a sense, but Krier's
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13 Landscape with the Ashes of
Phocion collected by his widow,
I'l . Poussin, 161!8.

/+l+ Fantastic View of the Grand
Canal, Venice, A. Cana\etto, 1730-
1 /,JJ.

1.5 Propylean, Munich. L. uon
KLenze, 1816 -1860.
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24 piece achieves monumentality through a certain surreal
juxtaposition, while the pieces from Rowe's studio sacri-
fice some of the monumentality they achieve through their
relative simplicity for a contextual completeness devel-
oped according to what is essentially still a medieval or
Baroque model of spatial circuitry with no predominating
par"ts. They are Neoclassical more in the denatured and
delicate style of Thomas Hope than in, say, the savage
mode of Boull6e (fig. 38). This is neither good nor bad in
itself; it is Rowe's oscillation between fascination u,ith and
disdain for scenographic monumentality that is of interest.

Although there are numerous mitigations and exceptions,
it can be suggested that prior to the Romantic movement,
monumentality was an idea, at times one without even a
name, integral with collective civic life.ta Since the Ro-
mantic movement, monumentality has been perceived not
so much as an idea, but as a scene, more often than not
a scene depicting something lost or out of context (see flg.
36), removed from rather than integral to our daily lives.
It is usually manifested as a haunting visual memory,
being equated perhaps most succinctly with the image of
the ruin, with its dreamlike overtones of nostalgic mel-
ancholy and individual appropriation (fig. 35). It is an
emotional recollection, a view of something poignantly
displaced. It constitutes a subjective, privately held per-
ception of loss, a thing remote in time or space-somehow
isolated, empty, apart. It is often perverse in some way:
irrational, surreal, excessively crude or excessively sim-
ple, primitive, decayed or incomplete, too large or too
small, at odds with its surroundings. It predominates be-
cause of this perversity.

As it is a picture, it is sensate, not cognate; a picturesque
event, not a pattern. Whether it be object or space, it is
usually a three-dimensional scene, sustained in silhouette,
often viewed from the ground, in a state of cleavage with
its surroundings-a provocative intruder, whether from
a Golden Age or from a longed-for nowhere, a symbol of
an unknown, relinquished past.

The architecture of Romantic Classicism had these quali-
ties in gleater clarity and abundance than any architec-

ture before it or since (see fig. 38). It was a more me-
morial architecture than that of any previous period, an
architecture that remembered, whether or not the object
of that memory ever existed. Spiritually and stylistically,
it attempted to evoke a primitive, mythical architecture
and to drag it from an imagined context over an immense
distance, unchanged, to serve a present time. The object
being "revived" came from a greater spiritual remove
than in any other period. This quality of remoteness also
underlies the current prevailing attitude toward monu-
mentality, and connects Romantic Classicism with the sce-
nic monumentality presently in vogue.

Within his discourse between type and context, Rowe's
struggle with the two concepts of monumentality comes
down to a decision between two compositional strategies.
One is the complex and refined resolution of parts, which
tends to emphasize the entire organization of a composi-
tional field, establishing a complete spatial public realm,
and thus diminishing the visually monumental effect of
any of its parts. The other is raw collision, which tends to
emphasize the visual monumentality of discrete parts, not
only through contrast, but also through contradiction, ir-
resolution, and blatant visual simplicity. In his work the
first and perhaps more wholesome concept seems to pre-
dominate. It can be appreciated by the intellect as a for-
mally rational idea. In his book Collage City, the second
and perhaps more illicit interpretation seems to hold
sway. It is emotional; it affects our senses. An example
of the first might be the figure-ground plan of a typical
medieval or Baroque city such as Turin (see fig. 2), a
complex, totally activated field, an overall public organi-
zation. The other might be represented by the hypothet-
ical "City of Composite Presence" from Rowe's CoLlage
Cita 6,g. 46), a sensuous, emotionally affective juxtapo-
sition of eclectic parts, monumental not only because we
recognize them as such from architectural history, but
also visually monumental because of their dissonant, ar-
bitrary, mutual confrontation, as if they were lost pieces
brought together by a grand happenstance from other
realms. This gives them a faraway, dreamlike, exotic qual-
ity, nostalgic in both the spatial and the temporal sense.
The power of this drawing to provoke us arises from its



l+6 City o.f'Composite Presence
D. Gfi-ffirt, H. Kolho.Lf, 1976.
C oLLa ge-drcnt"tin g .

.17 Rom,a lrften'otta. C. Roue, 1978
Sector eight, atr uieut.
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26 perversity. The parts are re-contextualized into what we
cannot help but realize-because the original aura of the
objects hangs on-is a non-context. We know it is no-
where. That there is no genre texture in this grouping
might be thought to explain its monumentality. To the
contrary, its power as monument is surely the composi-
tional dissonance of its parts, with their semantic power
enhancecl by disdain for time and place.

In Collage City Rorve proposes the relatecl nineteenth-
century irlea of the city eE nntseton, using, inciclentally,
the post-Romantic, Neoclassical images of Von Klenze's
Munich as example (fig. a5). This city would feature "pre-
cisely presentecl discrete objects/episodes" in an eclectic
museum-like agglomeration. This ideal is accompaniecl by
a number of ground-level views of Biedermeier Munich,
suggesting the scenic monumentality he so assiduously
avoids in his own work (flg. 4l). He further establishes
this direction in his "Excursus" at the end, "an abridged
Iist of. . . possible obiets trouuZs in the urbanistic collage,"
and with a final "Commentary" he provides a flourish of
ground-level or waterlevel scenes in which builclings have
been set into "poetic" relation to form haunting monu-
mental urban settings, as envisioned by painters from
Poussin to Canaletto, and Marlo11. (figs. l, 43, 44).ts

Under the rubric, then, of the discourse betu'een type
and context, Ro$'e's clevelopment can be seen to go from
instlumental ancl open to hypothetical and totally de-
signecl, from work at the scale of city fragment or set
piece to the deductive clesign of whole areas of the city.
Within this overali shift there can be seen two contradic-
torXr sub-streams. One reflects his responsiveness to ex-
ternal stylistic clevelopments: he moves from the mlxing
of modern types with traditional contexts, through a com-
plex spatial contextualism inspired by medieval and Ba-
roque models, through the eclectic imposition of large
historical set pieces, finally to a Neoclassicism of delicate
simplicity. The other reflects his struggle against external
stylistic influences: a tendency to sustain resolved, com-
plete compositions rather than the more abrasive "mon-
umental" fragments norn' in vogue (compare figs. 34, 35,

36, 47). The shift to"r,ard Neoclassicism denotes a flirtation

with emotionalism verging on scenographic monumental-
ity. But ultimately Rowe retains the compositional me-
thod of resolution, belying his preference for rationalism
and order. It may be a costly exchange, since it is this
compositional preference that tends to promote those po-
tentially debilitating tendencies towarrl total design and
over-precise deductive demonstration referred to above.

Rowe has long been an acrobat on Le Corbusier's tight-
rope, treading betrveen "orcler and disorcler" in that hu-
manistic zone of the contraclictory. But as his u'ork be-
comes more hypothetical, and as more and more of the
urban field is perfected within the hermetic terms of his
compositional standards, it addresses only the "merely"
ideal. It could be argued that this work presents a picture
ofcoherence that everyday life cannot, and thus has value.
To a large degree this argument is worth maintaining.
But in imagining that it can resolve all contradictions, it
falls short of, for example, the humanistic tradition of
literature, espousing the dialogue between ideals and the
importance of continuing social intercourse. Although the
novel, for instance, might produce a coherence that life
cannot, it is a coherence about human dilemma-about
contradictiott.

Brilliant as his compositions are, Rr,rwe is in clanger of
forsaking that pou-edul fuel of humanism: profound con-
traciiction ancl dilemma. His Popperian "fi'agrnents of uto-
pia" are threatening to become unrecognizable as frag-
ments; too large and complete, and because of this,
unrecognizable even as change.

Urban theory of any kind operates at the level of opinion.
It is successful not as a predictive device, but as a pre-
scriptive one. Its success is measured to the extent it
persuades the undertaking of real action. The design of
artifacts like large cities never takes place in an unbroken
deductive sequence. Thus, the larger and more precisely
regrlved Rowe's urban demonstrations become, the less
influence, paradoxically, they can have at the large scale,
and thus the less successful they are as theoretical urban-
ism.16 As these fragments-these demonstrations-be-
come more per{ect u,ithin themselves, they diminish their



own possibility to persuade. They are true cities of the
mind, 'per{ect', in search of contradiction and human life.
They exist in a new order of reality. Appreciated for
themselves alone, they sureiy enlarge our urbanistic rep-
ertoire, but they aiso reflect the pessimistic climate that
currently surrounds the unending cleavage between the
reality of art and that of our ordinary existence.

They are at once emblems of hope in a future and symp-
toms of our present enlightened disillusion.
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Theory

1 (.frontispiece) Salk Institute, Lcr
Jolla, C ali.fotn io. Lotris KcLhtt,
1959 -1965. Mqster plan, tieu, ft.otrt
"uillage" ( I it,irtg pl ace ), sltotL,ing
"meeting plctce" ocl?ss rat'ine.

Kahn, Heidegger and the Language of Architecture

Christian Norberg-Schulz

The Message o.l'Louis Kalnt
Louis Kahn alread;, belongs to history. Only an echo of
his message reaches us, and the promise of a nerv begin-
ning has not been fulfilled.r Again confusion i'eigns, ancl
our environment clegenerates ever more rapidll, in spite
of "clesign methocls" anc.l "technological progt'ess.,, But the
building-s of Kahn are ,qtanding, remincling us that archi-
tecture ls, e\.en in our time. The "unnecessaly,, porches
of the Kimbell Art Museum tell us that (figs. 2-6). They
make us ask: Pelhaps ive ought to give more thought to
Kahn's message?

And, in fact, rvhen rve take a closer'look at the u.ritings
of Kahn, the outline of a "theor1"' of architecture emerges.
It is certainly not rvorked out in cletail, but the basic
structure is coherent. To make Kahn's theory generally
useful, it needs to be interpreted ancl developecl. As it has
a philosophical basis, this rvork catrnot be confined lr,ithin
the limits of architectural theory as such. In philosophy
the most useful aid is found in the r.vritings of Uartin
Heidegger, rvhose ideas in certain respects shou. a strik-
ing resemblance to those of Kahn. After an exposition of
the theory of Kahn, I shall therefore use Heiclegger for
the needecl interpretation ancl development. Finally I shall
sketch the outlines of an objective theory of architecture,
based on the message of Louis Kahn.

Kahn's famous question, "What does the builcling u,ant to
be?," is usually taken a-s the point of cleparture u,hen
discussing Kahn's "philosophy." This question reaches be-
yond the approach of functionalism. Functionalism is as a
matter of principle circumstantial, going from the partic_
ular to the general.z Kahn's question, on the .ont.r.y,
suggests that buildings possess an essence which cleter_
mines the solution. His approach thus represents an in_
version of functionalism; the latter proceecls from ,,belo\4,,',

whereas Kahn starts from "above." Over and over again
he emphasized that there exists an orcler tvhich p.".",Iu.
design. One of his most u,ell-knorvn statements starts with
the words "orcler is." This order comprises the u.hole of
nature, including human nature. Thus ,,a rose wants to be
a rose." In his earlier u,ritings Kahn usecl the term ,,form',
to denote what a thing wants to be. He must have felt,

29



2, 3 Ktmbell Art Musetnrt, Fot't
Worth, Tera,s. Louis Krhrt, 1966-
1972. Sectiotts oJ' uaults.
,l Perspectiue sketch. 1967.
5 Sectiort sketclt. mechcttttcal
s'yst,em,s, 1967.
6 Section of'cucloid, Jinol uersi.ott.

7, 8 Sketcltes and poents by Louis
KalLrt, n.d.

7 "Etet'nity is of ttuo Brothers
"The one desires to be to er'press
"Tlte one to be to m.ake

"The one liqht non L'tmtinous
"The one light ltmtinotLs"
8 "spending to the emergence o.f

Material
"T h e pt'euail in g ltLminotLs
"GrotLps to ignite a wild dattce o.l'

flanLing pt"euailance"
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however, the danger of misunderstanding, as this term
normally has a more limited meaning.3 Thus he introduced
the concept of "pre-form." Later he preferred to talk
about the realm of essences as silence. Silence is "unmea-
surable," but it possesses a "will to be." Every form has
an "existence-wiIl," u,hich determines the very nature of
things. This existence-will is satisfied through design,
which means a translation of the inner order into being.
Before I go into this problem, however, I want to give
some more attention to the notions of order and form
(figs. 7, 8).

Evidently it was not Kahn's intention to make generai
philosophical statements. He was concetned with archi-
tecture, ancl u'anted to give this field an "objective" basis.
His aim lvas to *qhow how "architecture is an embodiment
of the unmeasurabie." To approach this probiem, he intro-
duced the concept ofinstittttion (see figs. 1 [frontispiecel,
9). Above ali, architecture is an expression of man's in-
stitutions. These institutions stem from the "beginning,"
when man came to realize his "clesires" or "inspirations."
The main inspirations are those to learr, to live, to u,ork,
to meet, to question, and to express. Kahn used to men-
tion the school as an example of an institution which stems
from such inspirations. "Schools began ll'ith a man under
a tree who did not knovl,' he rvas a teacher, discussing his
realization rn ith a few who clicl not knou, they lr.,ere stu-
clents. The stuclents reflectecl on u'hat was exchangecl and
how good it was to be in the presence of this man. They
aspired that their sons also listen to such a man. Soon
spaces were erected and the first schools became."a What
Kahn talks about are man's basic forms of Being-in-the-
world, to use Heidegge/s terminology. Life is not arbi-
trary, but has a structure which comprises man and na-
ture. Kahn confirms this holistic view, emphasizing the
commonality of man's inspirations and institutions. "It is
not what you want, it is what you sense in the order of
things which teils you r,l,hat to design." He names the
institutions with concrete words, for example: "The street
is probably the flrst institution of man, a meeting-hall
without a roof." "The school is a realm of slaces where it
is good to learn." "The city is the place of assembled
institutions." These names usuallv refer to concrete buiit
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forms. For Kahn, however, they also denote institutions, 31
and he says, "Everything that an architect does is first of
all answerable to an institution of man before it becomes
a building." Architecture is thus founded on the general
forms of man's Being-in-the-world. Kahn is quite expiicit
about the institutions' having form. Not only does he men-
tion form in general, but he makes "form-drawings" to
illustrate the spatial properties of an institution,s and
says, "In the nature of space is the spirit and wiil to exist
in a certain way." Through their properties the institu-
tions become "the houses of the inspirations." The word
"inspiration" denotes an "understanding" of "things that
already exist." Inspiration is related to Light as the symbol
of understanding, and is "the feeling of beginning at the
thresholci where silence and light meet: siience lvith its
desire to be, and light, the giver of ail presences" (see
figs. 7, 8).

With the notion of "light," we arrive at the problem of
expression. The will to be implies a wiii to express, that
is, to give the institutions "presence." Through expression
man uncovers the inherent structure of the world (of
which he is himself part), and thereby fulfills his basic
task. "To express is the reason for living," Kahn says.
Expression is accomplished by means of art. "A work of
art is the making of a life. The architect chooses and
aranges to express in spaces, environment, and relation-
ships man's institutions. There is art if the desire for and
the beauty of the institution is filled." Art therefore does
not reside in the concrete realization as such, but in an

adequate relation to the institutions, or as Kahn says:
"Art is the making of a life." As "we live to express," art
becomes "the only language of man." The essence of art
resides at the threshold where silence and light meet,
where "the will to be meets the means of expression."
The "wiil to be/to express" therefore becomes "the will to
be/to make." The process of making Kahn calls design.
Design is concerned with "how" rather than "what." But
"how to do it is infinitely less important than what to do."
This does not mean that Kahn does not value the quality
of realization. He just means to emphasize that a good
answer is without interest if the question is wrong. Hence
"designs derive their imagery from order," and "form
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32 inspires design." "Form can be detected as the nature of

something, and design strives at a precise moment to
employ the lau,s of nature in putting that into being by
allowing light into play (fig. 10). Light is "the giver of all
presences," but "whatever is made of light casts a
shadow." "Our work is of shadow." To fulfill its task, Iight
therefore needs material and stmcture. Thus Kahn says,
"The sun never knew how great it was until it struck the
side of a building." And, "The choice that you make of the
element of structure should be aiso the choice of the char-
acter of light that you may want." Structure and material
are thus considered from the very beginning of the design
process in relation to light. "Structure is the giver of
light." The general purpose is the creation of a space
which knorvs what it wants to be. "If you create the realm
of spaces you make the institution alive," Kahn says.
When a space knows rnhat it wants to be, it becomes a
room, that is, a piace which has a particular clmracter
(fig. 12). The character of a room is, as we have seen, first
of ail detemined by the relationship between light and
strrrcture. "To make a square room is to give it the light
which reveals the square in its infinite moods," Kahn says.
Therefore all rooms need natural light. "I can't define a
space really as a space unless I have natural iight. And
that because the moods which are created by the time of
the day and seasons of the year are constantly helping
you in evoking that which a space can be. . . ." Structure,
however, aiso possesses an order of its own. Thus Kahn
says that "the beam of brick is an arch," and talks about
"the order of brick and concrete" (figs. 11, 18, 16, 21). In
general, a building shouid show "the rvay it u,as made" as
a manifestation of its will to be. If that is the case, we
may talk about "inspired technology." "Engineering is not
one thing and design another. They must be one and the
same thing." The technologicai realization is therefore an
incarnation of the institution. In this sense it is unmea-
surable, aithough it is measurable as a building.

"A work is made in the urging sounds of inclustry and
when the dust settles the pyramid echoing silence gives
the sun its shadow." In this famous statement Kahn
summed up his architectural "theory." "A work is made
in the urging sounds of industry . ." brings to mind the

excitement caused by the circumstantial situation and the
process of making. "When the clust settles," that is, when
the excitement has passed, leaves us either with empty
hands or u,ith something that has real presence: a buiicling
which makes light a concrete reality and thereby discloses
the order of silence.6 Thus the work of architecture be-
comes "an offering to Architecture." Any building u,hich
echoes silence represents a return to the beginni.ng.
"What will be has ahvays been," Kahn says, implying that
the basic structures of Being are given once for ever. Only
the circwnstances change, and thus the need arises for
ever new interpretations ofthese structures. "I am trying
to flnd new expressions of old institutions." The neu,
expressions bring about a "cleformation" of the form of
the institution, without however causing it to break. A
particuiar epoch or a particular society therefore does not
create anything truly new. "Did society make Mozart?
No." A work of art is not a product of "needs," or the
result of a meeting of "needs" and "resources." It is a
product of the inspiration and the desire to express u.hat
was always there. This cloes not mean that history stands
still. Not only do the circumstances change, but at certain
points of time human institutions which up to then were
hidden may be dis-coverecl. Thus Kahn sa1,,s, "some man
realized that a certain realm of spaces represents a cleep
desire on the part of man to express the inexpressible in
a certain activity of man cailed monastery" (fiS. 14). And
in general, "somehow a light shines on the emergence of
a new institution of man, u,hich makes him feel a refreshed
will to live." Institutions are thus dis-coverecl and re-dis-
coverecl, but as such they are based on and stem from the
timeless structure of the world. Being complete existen-
tiai units, they may be consiclered "small ll,'orlds," ancl
Kahn in fact talks about the beginning of architectur.e,
using Stonehenge as an example, as the desire for making
"a world lr,'ithin the rnorld" (figs. 15, 17). The small worlcl
he calls "a place of concentration, where man's mind be-
comes sharp." We coulci aiso sa1, that the inspirations of
man represent foci rvithin the existential sttucture, and
that the institutions as their' "houses" are the centers
around u,hich existentiai space is organizecl. Hence, "ar-
chitecture creates the feeling of a world u,ithin a nor.lcl,
which it gives to the room."



9 SaLk Inst'itute, La Jolla, Ca. Louis
Kahn, 1 959 -1 96 5. Laboratory
buiLdings, 1962 uersion shoruing
garden betu een luboratorte s.

10

10 Center for British At't and
Studies, New Haten, Ct. Lou,is
Ko,hn, 1 96 9 -1 97 /+. P erspectiue
sketch, showing main erhibition
coufi ruith diamond-sh,aped staircase
and skyligltts, c. 1971.
11 PhiLlips Exeter Libro,rg, Exeter,
N.H. Louis Kahn, 1967-1972. Left,
detail eleaation oJ brick arches;
rigltt, detaiL sectiott throu,glt arclles.

12 "ThE Room," Sketch, Louis
Ko,hn, n.d.
13 Institttte of McLnagement,
Ahmedabad, IndicL, Louis Kahn,
1 962 -1 971. Donnitoties, detai|
section and eLeaation showing
intertor circuLar urcll and exterior
.flat arch.
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1/t Dominican Sisters' Conuent,
Media, Pa. Louis Kahn, 1965-1968
First foor plan, f nal uersion.

11,

15 Hut'ua Synagogue, JetasaLem,
Israel. Louis Kahn, 1968-1971.
Section sketches and roof study
1972.
16 Institute of Management,
Ahmedabad, India. Louis Ko,hn,
1 962 -1 97L. P erspectiue sketch, from
west shousing lake in front.

17 Huruct Syno,Qooue, JetntsaLem,
Israel. Louis Kahn, 1968-1971t.
PLan.
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Kahn's philosophy evidently has Platonic origins. Thus he

talks about .tonn in the Platonic sense of id.ea, ancl he
considers aft a result of the will to "express." He even
uses the r,l,ord "shaclow" in connection with the concrete
things of the world, as did Plato in his A\legory of the
Caue.7 Kahn also subordinates the existentia to the essen,-

tia,, anrl thus thinks within the tradition of Western meta-
physics. Being a practicing architect, however, Kahn did
not seek to become involved in a philosophical pursuit of
per{ect forms, elevating them from the imperfections of
the everyclay world. Rather he wantecl to discover or re-
veal the essentia clirectly. Thus he really returned to the
"beginning." Moreover he defined the esserutict in terms of
human inspirations and institutions possessing order.
Rather than separating the essenticL from the existentia
he instead conceived the world as an integrated whole.
The essetr,tia do not belong to a realm of their own, but
are the basic structures of the one and only world. His
illustrations of the notion of "beginning" clearly prove
that. The man under the tree represents an existential
situation ancl not an inconceivable idea. It is however
distinguished by being of "essential" importance. Kahn
thus takes the total Being-in-the-wor1d as his point of 17

departure, and defines our human task as the uncovering
of its structure. Thereby he incleed comes close to the
philosophy of Heidegger, who was also deeply concerned
with "beginnings."

The Contribution of Mat'tin Heidegger
Heidegger's point of departure is his conception of man
as Being-in-the-u.orld (Dasein). This implies on the one

hand that man cannot be understood in isolation from his
"environment" (without giving so far a definition of this
term), and on the other that our understanding of the
world is always related to man. It might seem that this
approach corresponds to the one of existentialism. Exis-
tentialism also takes the given situation as its point of
departure, and maintains that the existentia are what is
real. Moreover it is basically subjective, as the existentia
are related to the perceiver. Heidegger's concept of
Being-in-the-world differs from this in that rather than
stariing with what is given, Heidegger investigates the
basic stnt cture s of Being-in-the-world (S eins stntkturen),
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36 and understands the gi1u8", ,itrution in terms of these
structures. This approach does not imply a quest for es-
sentia and a division of the world into everyday and tran-
scendent realms. It simply asserts that Being is struc-
tured and that the meaning of the single situation consists
in its relationship to the general structures.

Like Kahn, Heidegger therefore understands reality as a
unitary phenomenon, where existentia and essentia are
integral aspects of the same totality. He says,,,That which
is, the particular being, stands in Being."8 The essentia,
thus, are not to be found in a remote realm of their own,
but are part of "given" reality. A work of architecture,
for instance, is what it is in relation to Architecture. It is
a commonplace to say that any noun, such as ,,sky,,' names
a particular being as well as a "general" essence (Being).
Today it is normal to understand the essences as gener-
alizations from particulars. This is the approach ofnatural
science, which starts with observations of individual phe-
nomena and by means of induction arrives at general as-
sertions.e Thus metaphysics and ontology are "abolished.,'
Asking what a thing wants to be, Kahn evidently does not
accept this approach. Rather he understands the partic-
ular as a "variation" on an essential theme, as when he
says, "I am trying to find new expressions to old institu-
tions." Heidegger makes the same point in a more general
way: "Beings are themselves by virtue of Being."

In his early magnum opus Being and Time (f92?) Hei-
degger set out to analyze the basic structures of Being.
Splitting the term "Being-in-the-world" in two, he inves-
tigated the structure of "Being-in" (Insein) as well as the
structure of "world." The method used was the phenome-
nology of Husserl, but whereas Husserl investigated er-
pertences phenomenologically, Heidegger analyzed the
basic existential structures.

"Being-in" comprises several such structures: "under-
standing" Q' erstelrcn), "state-of-mind" or "mood" (B ejind-
lichkeit), and "discourse" (Rede). "Understanding,' here
means something much more complex than mere cogni-
tion, and comprises practical as well as intellectual as-
pects. In general we may say that what is is understood

as something, that is, relative to an existential structure.
"State-of-mind" denotes the immediate "mood" which is
the primordial relation between man and his environment,
or in Heidegge/s words: "states-of-mind disclose Desein
in its throwness."l0 "Discourse," finally, denotes the
expression of "meaning." Evidently these structures cor-
respond to Kahn's notions of "inspiration" and ',expres-
sion." Heidegger also points out that Being-in always im-
plies "being with," a term which names the structures of
social intercourse and association, recognizing the fact
that "the world is always the one that I share with oth-
ers."rr In our context it is useful to relate "understand-
ing," "mood," and "being with" to Kahn's notions of ,,learrr-

ing," "well-being," and "meeting" as basic inspirations.r2

To complete his analysis, Heidegger discusses the
"world." In Being and Time he describes the world as a
multitude of "entities" which are understood in the light
of an essential "worldhood" (Weltlichkeit), that is, a Being
of the entities. In daily life we are in fact dealing with
these entities or things (pragmata),r3 among which what
Heidegger calls "equipment" (Zeug) is of particular inter-
est. The totality of equipment makes up our pragmatic
everyday environment. The "worldhood," or in short
"world," is thus understood in terms of "use" or "involve-
ment," and as "spatiality." In his Iater writings Heidegger
develops the analysis of "world," at the same time as he
aims at describing the relationship between the world as
essential structure and the given everyday things. Thus
he arrives at a definition of the world as a "fourfold" of
"earth," t'sky," ttmortals," and "divinities." I shall not en-
ter into a discussion of the difflcult concept of the "four-
fold" (Geuied) but oniy point out that the notion of earth
and sky is of particular interest to us as Heidegger con-
nects it directly with the problem of "building" and "dwell-
ing." (fig. 18, 19).14 It is also useful for our purposes to
conceive the vvorld in such "concrete" terms. Of particular
interest too is Heideggerrs definition of "spatiality." In
Being and Time he says, "inasmuch as any entity within-
the-world is likewise in space, its spatiality will have an
ontological connection with the world. . . . In particular
we must show how the aroundness of the environment
. . . is founded upon the worldhood of the world." ts In his
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later writings Heidegger solves the problem, defining
space in terms of earth and sky, that is, as an interrelation
of the concrete p\aces which are present between earth
and sky.16 To Heidegger "space" is therefore not an ab-
stract, mathematical concept, but a concrete structure
within the world. Unfortunately he does not analyze the
properties of this "existential space." r7

Whereas Heidegger gives considerable attention to the
structure of the world, Kahn hardly refers to this basic
problem. Indirectly, however, we understand that he con-
siders the world as having an essential structure ("a rose
wants to be a rose"). His notion of space is similarly
concrete. It comes forth in the statement that "a space
which knows what it wants to be is a room" (see fig. 12).

In his later writings Heidegger also develops the concept
of "thing" beyond the notion of equipment. Thus he goes
back to the original meaning of the word "thing," saying,
"Gathering or assembly, by an ancient word of our lan-
guage, is called 'thing'."l8 The nature of the thing thus
consists in something more than patterns of use. Its na-
ture primarily resides inits gathering a world.te Heideg-
ger says, "Things open up a world," and "Things visit
mortals with a world." In other words, things are what
they are relative to the basic structures of the world. The
things bring the world close, and thereby condition man.
Wir sind die be-dingten, "we are the conditioned ones,"
Heidegger says. The understanding ofthe thing as a gath-
ering is of particular importance in our context. Works of
architecture are things, and their "meaning" consists in
what they gather, that is, their world. In general the
gathering is possible because of the existence of Architec-
ture, that is, a language of essential architectural struc-
tures. I shall return to the question of the language of
architecture. First we have to take a look at Heidegger's
discussion of language in general.

Already in Being and Time Heidegger had, analyzed "dis-
course" (Rede) as one of the basic existential stmctures.20
Thus he said, "The intelligibility of Being-in-the-world
expresses itself as discourse-" Moreover he stresses that
"discourse is existentially equiprimordial with state-of-

mind and understanding" and that "in discourse being- 37
with becomes explicitly shared." We are, in other words,
only together in the world insofar as we possess a common
discourse. "The way in which discourse gets expressed is
Ianguage." Language therefore does not primarily serve
communication, but discloses the basic existential struc-
tures. Primarily language speaks, and "man only speaks
as he responds to languaqe."zt

To emphasize the fundamental role of language Heidegger
characterizes it as the house of Being. But language does
not disclose Being directly. It does so by naming things.
"In the naming, the things named are called into their
thinging [i.e., gathering]. Thinging they unfold world."22
We understand thus that language represents a "unifying
middle" of world and things. "The world grants to things
their presence. Things bear world. They penetrate each
other. The two traverse a middle. In it, they are at one,"
Heidegger says.23 This "middle" he names in different
ways. He uses the terms "between," "tift,," "difference,"
and "conflict" to indicate that things and worid, or beings
and Being, are simultaneously unified and separated. To
describe another aspect of the meeting of things and
world, Heidegger uses the words "open," "clearing," and
"lightening," which characterize the "middle" as the place
where tru,th is disclosed, in accordance with the ancient
Greek aleth,eia. To Heidegger "truth" neither means a set
of transcendent ideas, nor a correct representation in the
sense of Descartes, but the unconcealedness of Being.
Truth happens in the meeting of things and world, and
therefore Heidegger uses the word "event" (Ereiqnis) as
an all-inclusive concept for reality. The "middle" thus be-
comes an existential "center," and Heidegger in fact uses
this term too. In language truth is disclosed. The true
nature of language is poetic, because it serves the bring-
ing-forth of poiesis. Heidegger says, "Poetry proper is
never merely a higher mode of everyday language. It is
rather the reverse: everyday language is a forgotten and
therefore used-up poem." 24

Heidegge/s understanding ofdiscourse and language rep-
resents a worked-out explanation of Kahn's notion of
expression. Kahn in fact does not conceive expression as
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40 self-expression, but as the disclosure of what things want
to be, that is, Being. Therefore "the man who discovers
things that belong to the nature of things does not own
these things." Moreover Kahn defines art as the "thresh-
old of silence and light," that is, the meeting of Being and
beings (fig. 20).25 It is interesting to note that Heidegger
also uses "threshold" as a concrete image of the "gathering
middle." Finally, Heidegger understands the disclosure of
truth through language as a "beginning," using a word
dear to Kahn to indicate that this disclosure is what puts
history into motion.

Together with painting, sculpture, and music, Heidegger
explicitly names architecture as one of the "arts" which
"in essence are poetry." In general "art is the setting-
into-work of truth."26 Basically this happens as a "poetic
projection" which "sets itself into work as figure"
(Gestalt). "Figure is the structure in whose shape the rift
composes and submits itself."27 "Figure" is here under-
stood not as an abstract shape, but as a concrete embod-
iment. "The rift must set itself back into the heavy weight
of stone, the dumb hardness of wood, the dark glow of
colors." In general, embodiment takes place in things, or
in the "eayth," which Heidegger in this context under-
stands as the opposite to the world. The setting-into-work
thus becomes a "strife between world and earth," the
world offering the "measure" and the earth the "bound-
ary" of the figure. In this way art becomes "the saying of
world and earth, and the saying of the arena of their
conflict." This saying opens up or discloses "that into
which human being as historical is already cast."28

To illustrate his notion of art Heidegger uses an example
taken from architecture. Talking about the Greek temple,
he says,
"A building, a Greek temple, portrays nothing. It simply
stands there in the middle of the rock-cleft valley. The
building encloses the figure of the god, and in this con-
cealment lets it stand out into the holy precinct through
the open portico. By means of the temple, the god is
present in the temple. This presence of the god is in itself
the extension and delimitation of the precinct as a holy
precinct. The temple and its precinct, however, do not

fade away into the indefinite. It is the temple-work that
first fits together and at the same time gathers around
itself the unity of those paths and relations in which birth
and death, disaster and blessing, victory and disgrace,
endurance and decline acquire the shape of destiny for
human being. The all-governing expanse of this open re-
Iational context is the world of this historical people.
"Only from and in this expanse does the nation first return
to itself for the fulflllment of its vocation.
"Standing there, the building rests on the rocky ground.
This resting of the work draws up out of the rock the
mystery of that rock's clumsy yet spontaneous support.
Standing there, the building holds its ground against the
storm raging above it and so first makes the storm itself
manifest in its violence. The luster and gleam of the stone,
though itself apparently glowing only by the grace of the
sun, yet first belongs to light the light of the day, the
breadth ofthe sky, the darkness ofthe night. The temple's
firm towering makes visible the invisible space of air. The
steadfastness of the work contrasts with the surge of the
surf, and its own repose brings out the raging of the sea.
Tree and grass, eagle and bull, snake and cricket first
enter into their distinctive shapes and thus come to appear
as what they are. The Greeks early called this emerging
and rising in itself and in all things phusis. It clears and
illuminates, also, that on which and in which man bases
his dwelling. We call this ground the earth. What this
word says is not to be associated with the idea of a mass
of matter deposited somewhere, or with the merely as-
tronomical idea of a planet. Earth is that whence the
arising brings back and shelters everything that arises
without violation. In the things that arise, earth is present
as the sheltering agent.
"The temple-work, standing there, opens up a world and
at the same time sets this world back again on earth,
which itself only thus emerges as native ground.
"The temple, in its standing there, first gives to things
their look and to men their outlook on themselves."2e

Heidegge/s description of the Greek temple explains to
us the "theory" I have tried to outline. And it does this
with words which make the work become aliue. We are
not lost in abstractions, but get access to the temple as a



gathering thing, as an embodiment of tmth. We are
brought back to reality from our inauthentic everyday
ll'orid, or rather, through this everyclay u,'orlcl. Thus rve
understand that Heidegger in his philosophy does not fly
above the earth in order to escape it. We also understand
that poetry (in all its forms) is what makes human exist-
ence meaningful. And meaning is the fundamental human
need. Heidegger's understanding of the work of art (ar-
chitecture) as an embodiment of truth corresponds to
Kahn's definition of "design" as the "how." "It is through
art that order becomes manifest," Kahn says, and he re-
gards this making manifest as a strife between order and
circumstances, rather than a mere question of "represen-
tation." It is not surprising that both use "silence," "light,"
and "shado-,v" as images u,hen explaining this fact. "Lan-
guage speaks as the peal of stillness," Heidegger savs.

Whereas Kahn defines the purpose of architecture as the
expression of man's institutions, that is, "the most time-
less and fundamental aspects of human existence," Hei-
degger introduces the more general concept of "dr,"'e1ling."
To him "dwelling" means something more than to resicle
in a place; it means how "mortals are in the fourfold," that
is, an authentic relationship betrveen man ancl the exis-
tential structures. Thus dwelling becomes "the basic char-
acter of Being." Furthermore he says, "Dwelling keeps
the fourfoid in that with u,hich mortals stay: in things.
Dwelling preserves the fourfold by bringing the presenc-
ing of the fourfold into things." That means, man clu,ells
lr,'hen he is able to embody the basic existential structures
in things such as builclings or places (locations). In fact
Heidegger says that a location (place) "installs the four-
fold." As an art, architecture helps man to du,ell in the
true sense of the word, that is, poeticu\Ly. "Poetry builds
up the very nature of du,elling. Poetry and dweliing not
oniy do not exclude each other; on the contrary, poetry
and dwelling belong together, each calling for the
other."ro As poetry, "the nature of building is letting
dwell." Thus Heidegger discloses the basic existentiai im-
portance of architecture: "Man dwells in that he builds."

The word "building" immediately brings the problem of
technology to mind. How can technology be related to

building as an art? To the Greeks, however, techne meant 47
to make something appear.3r Originally, therefore, tech-
nology was part of the process of disclosure of truth.
Heidegger reminds us of this fact, and Kahn revives this
meaning in his concept of "inspired technology," which
implies that the "existence-wi1l" of a building is made
manifest when it shows "the way it was made."

Heidegger's unusual use of language may at flrst souncl
bewildering. He combines philosophical, poetic, and
everyday expressions, and his discourse seems to take
place in a world of its orvn.32 The tension betu.een struc-
tural concepts and concrete description is however mean-
ingful. It makes the distinction between world and things,
oi' betu,'een Being ancl beings, manifest, and thus corre-
sponds to reality. It expresses the euen,t In this way
Heidegger really satisfies Husserl's aim: "Back to the
things, themselves!"

The Language of Architecture
Through his builcling and his thinking Louis Kahn made
architecture revive as an art. "Expression is the reason
for living," he said, and Heidegger echoes, "Man is lan-
guage ancl is he u,ho says." Neither of them, however,
discussed the language and the poetry of architecture in
detail, nor did they define its existential basis. Let me
therefore attempt a further development of their ideas.33

Heidegger has shown that basic existential structures
may be defined, and that language as "the house ofBeing''
expresses these structures. Kahn supports the same view,
saying, "What u'ants to be has always been." Several
writers have approached the probiem, but their contri-
butions have so far been drowned by the ruling relativism.
As an example I ma;r mention Ruclolf Schwarz, whose
book Tlrc Ch,urch Incarrrute is a profound study in the
basic phenomenology of architecture.3a The concepts of
Kevin Lynch also denote archetypal structures, although
he does not explain them as such. In my book Etistence,
Space and Architecture I tried to analyze the structure of
"existential space," and furthermore defined architectural
space as a "concretization" of existential space. I ex-
plained, however, existential space in terms of psvcholog-



42 ical schemata rather than existential structures.3s Many
practicing architects have given attention to the question
of an "objective" architectural language. Le Corbusier
fought with the problem his whole life, but in his thinking
he did not proceed much beyoncl assertions of a general
nature, such as "architecture is the masterly, correct, and
magnificent play of volumes brought together in light."
He understood, however, that this "play" had an objective
basis, saying, "Architectural emotion exists when the
work rings w,ithin us in tune with a universe whose laws
we obey, recognize, and respect."36 Thanks to the writ-
ings of Heidegger we may today understand these "laws,"
not in terms of natural science, but as existential struc-
tures. If we therefore return to the philosophy of Kahn
and Heidegger and apply their "model" to our problem,
we understand the different sub-problems and their in-
terrelatedness. Two basic questions emerge: How can we
define the language of architecture in terms of existential
structure? How can we understand the process of gath-
ering (embodiment) which makes a building a work of
architecture?

The first question concerns language as such, the second
its use. In general, the Ianguage of architecture expresses
the existential structure called "spatiality" (Rtiu,m-
licltkeit). Heidegger does not analyze this structure in
detail, but as it is understood as a general property ofthe
world, it is necessarily connected with all the modes of
"being-in." The spatial aspect of "understanding" we may
cail "orientation," to adopt a word which is commonly used
today.37 Through orientation we come to terms with the
order of the environment. "Mood" becomes "identifica-
tion," that is, our state-of-mind is determined by the ch,o,r-
acter of the environment. "Being-with," finally, consists
in patterned "meetings" of people, u,'hich determine our
institutions. Whereas "orientation," "identification," and
"meeting" denote structures of Being-in, "order," "char-
acter," and "institution" clenote spatial world-structures.
Together these structures form the existential basis for
the language of architecture, or, in short, Architecture.
I should repeat that this basis comprises individual as well
as social aspects and thus is in the full sense "human." As
the "house" of that aspect of Being s,hich Heidegger calls

spatiality, Architecture discloses the existential structure
just mentioned. As a language, Architecture "speaks," or
rather, "shows." How does the structure of Architecture
make this showing possible?

I-ollowing the "model" introduced above, Architecture
may be divided into three basic structural components:
"topology," "morphology," and "typology."

Topology is concerned with spatial order, and is in the
single work of architecture concretized as "spatial organ-
ization." Its oasic structural components are "center" and
"path." I have discussed the phenomenology of center and
path in Existence, Space and Architecture from which I
quote: "The center represents to man what is known in
contrast to the unknou,,n and somewhat frightening world
around. It is the point where he acquires position as a
being in space, the point where he 'lingers' and'lives' in
space."38 I may add that the center also represents an
"inside" in a surrounding "outside." "From the center
paths lead into the environment. The horizontal directions
represent man's concrete world of action. Structurally all
horizontal directions are equal and form a plane ofinfinite
extension. The vertical, however, has always been consid-
ered the sacred dimension of space. It represents a'path'
towards a reality which may be 'highe/ or 'lower' than
daily life, a reality which conquers gravity, that is, earthly
existence, or succumbs to it." "The simplest model of
man's existential space is, therefore, a horizontal plane
pierced by a verticai axis."3e The quotation demonstrates
how the topological structure is related to man's orienta-
tion, but we unclerstand that this term is a qualitative
concept, rather than an "empty" relationship. Orientation
is always orientation within a world-space where there
are qualitative differences such as the distinction between
"up" and "down." Thus Heidegger characterizes man's
Being-in-the-world as being "on the earth under the sky."

Morpho\ogy is concerned with the "how" of architectural
forms, and in the single work of architecture it is concre-
tized as "formal articuiation." A spatial organization may
be embodied in infinitely many ways, and accordingly the
character changes, rvithin the limits posed by the various



types of organization. We may, holl'ever, define basic
structures.a0 In general, the character of an architectural
form is deterrnined by how it "is" between earth and sky.
This was understood with fine intuition by Le Corbusier,
who repeatecl the following statement as a heading to all
three "theoretical" chapters of his Vers tnrc architecture:
"My house is practical. I thank you as I might thank
Railway engineers, or the Telephone service. You have
not touched my heart.
"But suppose that walls rise towards heaven in such a way
that I am moved. I perceive your intentions. Your mood
has been gentle, brutal, charming or noble. The stones
you have erected te1l me so. You fix me to the place and
my eyes regard it. They behold something which ex-
presses a thought. A thought which reveals itself without
word or sound, but solely by means of shapes which stand
in a ceftain relationship to one another. These shapes are
such that they are clearly revealed in light. The relation-
ships between them have not necessarily any reference to
what is practical or descriptive. They are a mathematical
creation of your mind. They are the language of Architec-
ture. By the use of raw' materials and stafiing from con-
ditions more or less utilitarian, you have established cer-
tain relationships which have aroused my emotions. This
is Architecture. Art enters in."ar

Here Le Corbusier tells us that walls may rise toward the
sky in such a u'ay that we are moved, and that different
ways of rising express different moods. Moreover he says
that the stones which have been erected tell us so because
they stand in certain relationships to one another. "This
is the language of Architecture," he says, even capitalizing
"architecture."

The concrete forms implied in this statement are the well-
known "elements" of a building: floor, wall, and roof (ceil-
ing). Together they make up what we may call the spatial
bon"ndartes. Heidegger says, "A boundary is not that at
which something stops but, as the Greeks recognized, the
boundary is that from which something begins its pre-
sencing."42 Morphology is therefore concemed with the
articulation of the spatial boundaries, as a means to define
an environmental character. Morphology analyzes the

question, hou: do buildings (settlements) stand, rise, and 43

open?a3 The word "stand" denotes the relationship to the
earth, "rise" the relationship to the sky, and "open" refers
to the spatial interaction with the environment, that is,
the relationship between outside and inside. Standing is
embodied through the treatment of the base and the wall.
A massive and perhaps concave base ties the building to
the ground, whereas an emphasis on the vertical direction
tends to make it "fyee." Verticality, rising lines, and cer-
tain forms (such as a serrate silhouette) express an active
relationship to the sky and a wish for receiving light.
Verticality and religious aspiration have in fact always
gone together. The outside-inside relationship is first of
all expressed through the treatment of the openings in
the wall.aa In the wall, thus, earth and sky meet, and the
way man "is" on earth is embodied in this meeting.as Some
buildings are "ground-hugging," others rise freely, and in
others again u-e find a meaningful equiiibrium. Such an
equilibrium is for instance encountered in the Doric tem-
ple, where the details and the proportions of the columns
express that they stand and rise. By means of subtle
variations in the treatment, the Greeks could express
significant nuances within the general equipoise.a6

But the being between earth and sky is not only made
manifest by means of horizontal rhythms and vertical ten-
sions. "Earth" and "sky" imply concrete properties such
as material texture, color, and light. Morphology there-
fore comprises the concrete embodiment in terms of built
structure. It is this embodiment which gives a mood pres-
ence.

TypoLogy, finally, is concerned with the basic structures
of Being-rn ith, that is, of the meeting of human beings. In
the single u,ork of architecture it is concretized as a par-
ticular type of room or building which is perceived as a
sLrongimage. Kahn has, perhaps for the first time, offered
a key to its understanding by his concept of "institution."
An institution is never an individual phenomenon, it is
always a form of coming together, of participation and
sharing. The language of architecture translates the in-
stitutions into types of spaces, as is suggested by Kahn
when'he says, "When you create the realm of spaces you



44 make the institution alive." Then he goes on to list the
settlement, the street, the village green, the house, and
the school as examples, implying that all of them ,,want

to be" a certain type of space. This also holds true for the
city as the place of "assembled institutions." In contrast
to topology and morphology, typology hence analyzes
comprehensive, spatial totalities.

Together topology, morphology, and typology make up
the language of architecture. The three aspects are, as we
have understood, interrelated and form a unitary whole.
The typology of spaces is for instance based on the orders
of center and path, and any space, be it typical or partic-
ular, has a character.aT For analytical purposes, however,
it is useful to distinguish the aspects, and the distinction
also makes it possible to develop an existentially founded
theory of Architecture. In general the language of archi-
tecture possesses the capacity to translate lived reality
into built form.

This translation happens through a process of gathertng.
The building (settlement) becomes a "thing,' when it
"gathers world." Wlrut, then, is gathered, and hozo does
the gathering take place? In one of his less well-known
essays Heidegger gives the answer: "The buildings bring
the earth as the inhabited landscape close to man and at
the same time place the nearness of neighborly du,elling
under the expanse of the Sky."+t This statement offers
several clues to the problem of architectural gathering.
What is gathered, Heidegger says, is the eafth as "inhab-
ited landscape." An inhabited landscape obviously is a
known landscape, that is, an environment with which we
identiSr, in which we can orientate, and in which we come
together with our fellow men. This landscape is brought
close to us by the "buildings."+s This implies that the
buildings gather the properties of the landscape and by
means of the language of architecture make the landscape
"speak." The "neighborly dwelling" which is thereby
achieved is placed "under the expanse of the sky." This
placing is hardly meant as a mere putting something
there, but implies that the sky also enters the process of
gathering and embodiment. In other words, we return to
the concept of building and place-making as an installation

of the fourfold. New, however, is the use of the word
"landscape."

To understand this word better it is useful to take a closer
look at Heidegger's definitions of "earth" and "sky." He
says, "Earth is the serving bearer, blossoming and fruit-
ing, spreading out in rock and water, rising up into plant
and animal." "The sky is the vaulting path of the sun, the
course of the changing moon, the wandering glitter of the
stars, the year's seasons and their changes, the light and
dusk of day, the gloom and glow of night, the clemency
and inclemency of the weather, the drifting clouds and
the blue depth of the ether."so Heideggerls description
represents an attempt at approaching the environment in
a concrete, phenomenological way. His definitions are
sketchy, but remind us of the fact that the earth primariiy
consists of rocks, water, and vegetation, and that it
"spreads out" and "rises up." Together these elements
and relations constitute a landscape, which is the basic
form of the earth. The sky also belongs to the landscape,
as a more distant element, which however has basic prop-
erties. The structure of the sky has in fact played an
important role in the history of architecture, determining
orientation, spatial layout, and quality of light.

The humans, or "mortals," are "on the earth under the
sky," that is, in a "between" which may be understood as
a concrete image of the existential structure of "u,'orld,"
"thing," and "gathering middle." Heidegger's term "in-
habited landscape" denotes the spatiality ofthe "gathering
middle." An inhabited landscape obviously comprises nat-
ural as well as man-made entities. To make this clear,
"inhabited iandscape" may be exchanged with the more
general wordpLace, whereas "iandscape" is used to denote
the natural aspects of a place. The structure of a place,
that is, the "dimension" where life takes place, is the
genius loci. According to ancient Roman belief every
being has its genius, its guardian spirit. This spirit gives
life to people and places, accompanies them from birth to
death, and determines their character. The qenius thus
corresponds to what a thing is, or what it "wants to be."
In general we may say that ancient man experienced his
environment as a revelation of definite genii.st He also
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46 unclerstood that it is an existential necessity to come to
terms u,ith the qenius of the locality u,here his life takes
piace. During the course of history the genius locz has
remained a living reality, although it may not have been
explicitly named as such. Artists ancl writers from Goethe
to Lawrence Durrell have "explained" the phenomena of
everyday life as well as art by referring to landscapes and
urban milieus. In my book Gettitts Loci I have analyzed
the structure of natural and man-macle places, using three
great cities, Prague, Rome, ancl Khartoum, as major ex-
amples. Thus I explain how the architecture of these cities
gathers and embodies the structural components of their
qeylilLs. I also shou,that the gathering is taken care ofby
a set of architectural forms .w.hich represent a "selection,'
from Architecture. A sub-language thus discloses the
iclentity of the place, at the same time as it makes it part
of that all-embracing world which is the existentiai ground
of Architecture. The meaning of the place is thereby re-
vealed. In general we may say that the existential stntc-
hces ruhich cLre gcLthered by a place constitute its oenius
1oci, and that the gathefing is takett care o.f by the lan-
qua ge qf o t'ch itect rt re.

Gathering implies that a meaning is moved from one place
to another. From times immemorial man discovered basic
existential structures in particular places, which were
thus considered "holy" (see fig. 14). By means of languages
he coulcl lranspose his "understancling" to man-macle cen-
ters, u'hich thereby became gathering foci of civiiization.
Such centers are places in the true sense of the word, be
they settlements or buildings. A place is a gathering thing
with concrete presence. Thus we understand Heidegge/s
statement that "spaces receive their being from places
(locations) ancl not from 'space'."s2 The creatiotr o.l'plcLces
i.s the ptLrpctse o.l' at'chitecture.

To accomplish Kahn's wish for a revival of architecture as
an art, we have to do two things: We have to,,rediscover,'
the world, ancl u,e have to learn to ,,say,,what we have
cliscovered. In general r,l,e have to reinstate the existentiai
dimension of reality.

Today we are almost exclusively concerned with beings.

We quantify and classify, ancl r"educe reality to its ,,meas-

urable" aspects. Thus we understancl man in terms of
measurable "needs" and the u,orld as a multitude of meas-
urable "resources." This approach is learned by everybody
from childhood on. Art is certainly taught, but its exis-
tential basis and function are hardly understood, and it
becomes a mere pastime. The general result of our present
approach is alienation from things ancl from our fellow
men. Our' "understanding'' is reducecl to quantification,
our "state-of-mind" to sentimentality, ancl our ,,Being-

with" to lack of true contact. A ,,split of thought ancl
feeling" r'esults, and our access to the world is blocked.
The world withdraws, and life becomes "meaningless,,'or
an "act without an image," to use a phr.ase of Rilke.
Thereby man is even alienatecl from his ou,n nature, ancl
becomes mere "human material."s3 To disclose the worlcl
again, we have to return "to the things, themselves,',
because the world is known through the gathering of
things. A return to the things demands a ph,enomenoLog-
ical approach. Thus phenomenology ought to become the
gathering middle of education. Today' science plays this
role, but science is not an original happening oftruth, but
"the cultivation of a domain of truth alreacly opened," to
quote Heidegger again.sa

A return to the things themselves is, hou'ever, futile as
long as we cannot "say" them by means of language. This
saying is indeecl rvhat makes the return possible. ,,What

are poets for in a destitute time?," Heidegger asks, quot-
ing Htilderlin. We have already seen that it is poetry (in
all its forms) which brings man back to the things them-
selves, and thus makes him dwell. Education in the un-
derstancling and use of languages therefore ought to be
the pillar of education. In our context that means to stucly
the language of architecture and to learn how to let it
"speak." When we in this way reinstate architecture as
an art, we may reach beyond the superdcial quantification
of functionalism and the arbitrary codification of semiol-
ogy, and make our places become alive.
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History

1 (frontispiece) Ie.fi, pofirait of
Ludwig Mies ucLrt der Rolte, 1931;
right, portrait o.t' Al.fred Rosenberg,
1933.

Confrontation: 1933
Mies van der Rohe and the Third Reich

Elaine Hochman

"Many Europeans lrud moued here with tlrc triumph of 49
Hitler in tlrc 1930's. Few o.l'u.s clsked questions about theit'
past or present conuictions becantse we took for granted
that they had \e.ft, either in.fear or persecution or to make
a braue pt"otest. They uere our ktnd of foLks. It took me
a long time to .find ottt thot rruny of them had strange
histoties."
LilLian H ellman, Pentimento, 1973. 1

In 1933, at the age of forty-seven, Ludrvig Mies van der
Rohe was already a Iegenclary figure. Tall and physicaily
imposing, with hanclsome, granite-like features, he was to
all with whom he came in contact a singularly impressive
individual. With his commanding physical presence, al-
ways impeccably groomed, he radiated self-confidence.
"An ideal father flgure . . . bulky, unflappable, and always
right, a real prewar man with a big cigar" is how Vincent
Scully once clesclibetl him.2 "A vety formidable person,
very formiclable. Just being in his presence was a Iittle
terrifiiing, in a sense," recalls Kevin Roche, the American
architect rvho stucliecl u'ith liies in Chicago.3

With the completion of his formal education at the age of
fourteen, Mies had dedicatecl his life totally to architec-
ture. Shielded by devoted friencls from the drudgery and
distractions of daily life, Mies had little to distract his
vital energies from his architectural preoccupations. He
was, in many respects, the "gentleman architect," a con-
noisseur of food, wine, Cuban cigars, and ribald humor.

Slow and thoughtful, he approached problems cautiously
and patiently. Some claimecl that his reticence and qui-
etude stemmed from obtuseness; most understood his
rvithdrarval into deep concentration as a necessary aspect
of his artistic personality. Only after hours of thought and
endless sketches did he come to the point of "stripping
away" all superfluity. Everyone lr,'ho knew him remarked
on his powers of concentration-his 'otherworldliness'.

Mies's architectural philosophy, its idealism as weli as its
methodology, was molded in his youth during his Aquinian
education in the Domschule in Aachen. Like Thomas
Aquinas, Mies had an absolute faith in rationalism, as well



50 as a belief in a 'higher' reality. Mies,s unswerving com-
mitment to reason, as well as to the notion of an elevated
level of meaning in the world, remained with him through-
out his life, along with a tendency to view empirical reality
and the world ofexperience as reflections ofhigher values.
These views formed the basis of Mies's conception of life
and architecture from which he never deviated. ,,I would
throw out everything that is not reasonable.,,a ,,euestions

concerning the essence of things are the only significant
questions."s "We must have order, allocating to each
thing its proper place and giving to each thing its clue
according to its nature."6 Such statements appear
throughout Mies's career'. With such a rationalistic bent,
it was only natural that classicistic principles of order,
clarity, and Iogic would appeal to him. ,,Architecture is
not a martini, ." he once commented. ,,It is like a chess
game-there are certain rules."7 preoccupied with little
other than architecture, Mies embarked on his constant
quest for the "meaning" of architecture. Like Aquinas,
Mies assumed the existence of God, the axiomatic pres-
ence of Truth.

Mies believed that architecture expresses, as he put it,
"the essence of the epoch," the "sustaining ancl clriving
forces of civilization," and "the crystallization of the es-
sence of the time." For Mies, the essence of the twentieth
century ("the only thing v..orth expressing") u,as technol-
ogy and industrialization. The materials of technology,
such as steel and plate glass, as rvell as its techniques,
such as prefabrication and standardization-utilizecl in a
manner lvhich stressed structural honesty, refinement of
detail, proportional relationships, and expression of ma-
terial-were the means by which the essence of a building
was brought in existence and the building could be said to
express the essence of its time (Zeitgeist). For Mies, these
concepts were self-evident truths and, hence, beyond de-
bate. Kevin Roche once observed of Mies's dogmatism,
"It had the ring of absolutism. . . . It was the final word.
Whatever it was, it was the final word. You wouldn,t even
dream of questioning him."s The extent of Mies,s author-
itarian self-assurance is indicated in his remark, ,,He who
has once learned to think correctly can no ionger change
his thinking." e

Mies first arrived in America in 193?, a famed but pen-
niless refugee from Nazi Germany. Of the great German
modernists, Mies was the last to leave Germany; Mendel-
sohn and Gropius having both departed soon aft,er Hitler
came to power. These four years that Mies spent under
Hitier remain unaccounted for in his otherwise well cloc-
umented career.

While Mies had numerous contacts u,ith the National So-
cialists dating from earlier than 1933 when the NSDAP
actualiy assumed national power, none of these confron-
tations were as dramatic, revealing, or dangerous as the
confrontation that took place in the spring of 19BB between
Mies, then director of the beleaguered Bauhaus, the Ge-
stapo, and Alfred Rosenberg, who had for the past decade
been the cultural philosopher of the Nazi party.

On April 11, 1933, two hundred Gestapo troops sur-
rounded the reconverted factory in the Berlin suburb of
Stieglitz that, for less than six months, had housed the
classrooms and studios of the Bauhaus (fiS. Z). ,,I nearly
died. It was so wrong," remarked Mies two decades later
as he recalled his coming upon this strange scene.r0

The follou,ing day, an account of the incident appeared in
the Nazi newspaper, the V itl k i s c lter B e ob achter' :,, yester-
day afternoon, on the instructions of the Dessau public
prosecutorJs office, the property of the Bauhaus in Steg-
litz, Birkbuschstrasse, was searched. The search was led
by police major Schmahei, who occupied the building with
the help of the Lichterfeld security police and volunteer
police. The action against the Bauhaus took place because
it could be assumed that numerous communist materials
could be found in the rooms of the building. Nothing final
is yet known about the results of this police measure.
However, it is definite that various illegal printed mate-
rials were found. Furthermore, fifteen persons who could
not identifii themselves were apprehended. . . ." For bet-
ter or worse, Mies-who had prided himself on his apoli-
ticism-was plunged into the world of politics.

In potver only several u.eeks, by April, 1983, the Nazi
terror rva-s already notorious. Concentration camps hacl



2 N ew spaper atticle (Lokalanzeiger,
Berlin) concening th.e raid and
closing of the Berlin Bauhaus on
Apri| 11, 1933---<r, highly biased,

Fascist account. No communist
matertal was found; Gropius was

not in Russia nor had Mies Jl'ed to
Paris---q,ll of whiclt, were stated in
the article.

been set up and the "disappearances" of individuals had

become daily, if muted, occurrences.tl Alberb Speer re-
ealls in his memoirs the Berlin of 1933, where "hundreds
of thousands of people were trembling because of their
descent, their religion, or their convictions."12 The pas-

sage of the Enabling Act (Ennriclttigungsgesetz) on March
23, annulling the Constitution, effectively removed Ger-
man government from the ranks of those countries that
ostensibly submitted to the rule of law and the principles
of justice. This law in turn (the Nazis were always metic-
ulous about cushioning their illegal acts within the legal
structure) paved the way for legislation passed on April
7, 1933, the Law for the Restoration of the Civil Service,
which forbade the presence of Jews and politically unfa-
vorable people in all state supported institutions, such as

universities and schools, museums, theaters, orchestras,
and so on. It deprived Germany, at one blow, of such
figures as Albert Einstein, Max Reinhardt, Bruno Walter,
Carl von Ossietzky and Kurt Tucholosky (editors of the
Weltbiihne), Irwin Panofsky, Fritz Busch, Ernst Cassirer,
and Edmond Husserl, among many others." By May, the
American journal The Nution reported, "Culture, as that
term is generally understood among the civilized peoples

of the world, is in the process of annihilation in the Nazi
Third Reich." ra

Yet, as is well-known, many individuals (including not a

few prominent intellectuals) refused to take either Hitler
or the Nazis seriously. The short durability of previous
chancellors during the Weimar regime provided a mis-
leading precedent: Hitlerrs immediate predecessor had re-
mained in office only fifty-seven days. For many, these
were still the "happy days," as Jacques Barzun observed,

"when many thought Hitler a rather ludicrous imitation
of the man who had made Italian trains run on time." ls

Max Beckmann joked about the 'Yetftihrer," the mis-
Ieader or seducer. A Swedish newspaper summed up a
common attitude when it wrote, "Such a regime cannot
last indefinitely; but every day is a day too long." 16

The initial purges by the Nazis were directed against
Leftists and Communists. As early as February 4, only a
few days after Hitler was named Chancellor, an emer-
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3 Ludwig Mies aan der Rohe with
B auhaus architecture students,
around, 1931. Ifthe date is accurate,
this particular session took place in
Dessau, prior to tlr,e moue to Ber\in.

lt Conaerted factory building in the
Berlin suburb of Steglitz that housed,
the Bauhaus.
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gency decree "for the protection of the German peopie"
was passed, forbidding any criticism of the regime. In-
fractions were punishable by harsh actions. The Reichstag
fire on February 27 provided the opportunity for more
specific repression of the Leftists and Communists. On
February 28, a law was passed forbidding publications of
the left-wing press, and Communist and Socialist Party
leaders were imprisoned. Any Leftist dissent was now
considered an act of high treason and punishable by death.
When the police took their action against the Bauhaus on
April 11, the alleged purpose was to search for Communist
material.

Although the cultural direction of the Third Reich did not
explicitly become clear, either to the public or the party
hierarchy, until mid-1937 with the "Degenerate Art" Ex-
hibition, in 1933, certain directions were fully evident.
The Nazis were opposed to any art whose principles did
not arise out of a racial or biological connection with
Deutschtum ("German-ness"). Such att was labeled "Bol-
shevik," and the International Sty1e, as the architectural
style became known, u'ith its debt to the postrn'ar Leftist
political movements as u'ell as its commitment to universai
principies, became a prime target. Although the epithet
"cultural Bolshevists" had long been applied to these ar-
chitectural modernists, by 1933 such accusations had be-

come dangerous.

Coming upon the Bauhaus surrounded by troops on April
11, 1933, Mies was at once checked by one of the Gestapo
offrcers posted as a sentry. "This is my factory. I rented
it. I have a right to see it," insisted Mies. On learning
that Mies was the individual they were looking for, the
officer invited him in. As Mies later recalled, "He knew
I would never come out if they didn't want me to."

The officer in charge told Mies that the police were looking
for documents relating to the founding of the Bauhaus,
yet Mies realized that they were really searching for in-
criminating Communist evidence. Eager to remove sus-
picion, Mies ordered everything open for inspection, cer-
tain there was nothing that could be misinterpreted by
the police.

Mies hacl been director of the Bauhaus since 1930 (frg. 3). 53

When the Nazis and other right-u,ing extremists gainecl

control of the Dessau City Council in 1932, one of their
initial actions was to withdrarn'the state subsidy from the
school, forcing it to close. In their haste, the Nazis had
prematurely terminated the school's contract with the city
of Dessau, permitting Mies and the faculty to claim com-
pensation for the monies still legally due them. In addition
to these funds, the school received significant royalties for
the Bauhaus wallpaper designs, for which Dessau had also

severed its claims. With these funds, along u'ith a sub-
stantial investment from his orvn pocket, Mies decided to
open the Bauhaus as a private institution in the more
cosmopolitan ancl anonymous atmosphere of Berlin.

By October 18, 7932, with deliberately little fanfare, the
Bauhaus reopened its portals in Berlin (fig. a). In a series
of interviews published at this time in several Berlin
newspaper, Mies strongly reiterated the principles on
which the Bauhaus intended to operate. "With emphasis,
Mies van der Rohe added that he conducts the institute
beyond the realm of all political tendencies," noted the
Steglttzer Anzeiger. The Monteq Morgan asked Mies if he

expected any particular support from the city administra-
tion (which had been so important to the Bauhaus in Des-
sau). "We hope for nothing and we fear nothing. . . . In
Berlin we will work more quietly, unobserved, undis-
turbed," replied Mies.

Six months later, the Gestapo was searching through the
Bauhaus factory so painstakingly cleaned and white-
washed by the faculty and stuclents. After a fruitless
search they finally departed, taking with them fifteen stu-
clents who u.ere unable to produce immediate identiflca-
tion. Dejected and depressed, the faculty and some older
students met with Mies outside the building, which had
been sealed off by the police. The meeting continued the
following day in Mies's apartment. For Mies, as usual, the
issues were simple and incontrovertible. Whatever the
Rauhaus had been in the past, right now, in 1933, it was
totally apolitical. Moreover, as a private institution it was
no longer under the control or jurisdiction of the state.
He had to convince the authorities that he was neither



54 pro- nor anti-Nazi and that such issues were insignificant
for him and fbr the school.

Three years eariier, during the summer of 1980, when
Germany had been faced for the first time with the real
possibility of Nazi clomination, Mies spoke of his apoiitical
icleologf in a speech presented before a Werkbunil meet-
ing in Vienna.r7 Although the modernists were certainly
usecl to politicai hostility, it now appearerl-with the
growing political strength of the Nazis, and the subse-
quent hostile environment-that the verv survival of mod-
ernism was at stake. For a so-called "political naive,"
Mies's perception was amazingly succinct. Shortly there-
after, on September 14, the Nazis would rise from the
ninth and smallest political party to the second strongest
in the national parliament. In that speech Mies saicl: ,,The

new era is a fact; it exists, irrespective of our ,yes' or ,no'.

Yet it is neither better nor worse than any other era. It
is pure datum in itself u,ithout value content. . . . Let us
accept changed economic and social conclitions as a fact.
. . . All these take their blind and fateful course. . ."

It u,as now more imperative than er.,er for the modernists
(as well as the Bauhaus) to remove themselves from the
political battlefleld, and Mies's urgings were addr.essed to
the modernists, as well as the Nazis. With the emergence
of a powerful ancl clangerous group so vehemently opposed
to the modernists' conception of the ',spirit of the times,,'
with Hitler preaching a racial and nationalistic renewal,
it was painfully clear that if the modernists wished to
participate in the ne\u erat they had better refrain from
further antngonizing their opponents.

After all, for Mies, rvhat mattered most in architecture
rvas the oppoi'tunity to builcl. For him, an ar.chitecture
composecl oniy of u'ords u-as nothing. Foi' Mies the es-
sence lay in mortal and bricks, not in esotet'ic theorizing.
"Ours is not an age of pathos," he hacl said in IgZ4, ,,u,e

value reason and realism." r8

Since the Bauhaus and modernism had now become a
highly charged emotional and political issue, the commit-
ment of the modernist architects to the viewpoint that

moderrism was more responsive "to the great struggle
for the new way of life" (advocated by Mies as much as
anyone) seemed unnecessary, if not foolhardy. Mies urged
his fellow architects to put down their stridency, to lessen
their identiflcation of moderrrism with a style of living
rvhich alarrnecl many people, and to aclopt a position of
political neutrality. The justification of modernism must
norv be purely aesthetic and functional; and the Nazis, as
urell, must be made to recognize that any criticism is to
be made along these lines. If the "spirit of the times', was
without value, then no element-neither "German-ness,,
nor "technology"-was superior to another. The relative
aalue of the so-called "new era" had to become irrelevant
to a proper evaluation of the tenets of modernism.

Seduced by the reasonableness ofhis conciliatorv attitude,
Mies convinced himself that the closure of the Bauhaus
was simply a bureaucratic error. He thought he had only
to convince the Nazis of this "misunderstanding, and all
rvould be u.ell. He believed it was mereiy a question of
having access to a high official. Accordingly Mies decided
to go directly and immediately to the top. The day after
the closing, he telephoned Alfred Rosenberg, the man
assumed to be in charge of the cultural policies of the Nazi
party.

In the spring of 19ili3, Itosenberg had the appearance of
being the philosophical and cultural mentor of the Party.
For many years, Hitler had been ironically known as ,,the

mouthpiece of Rosenberg." Rosenberg's ideas, as ex-
pressed in his Muth o.f' th.e Twerttieth Centurg, hacl
strongly influenced not only Hitler's Mein Kampf, but had
become the Weltanschatturtg of the NSDAP. To Hitler,
its hodge-podge of mystical, heroic, and biological theories
seemed eviclence of great profundity. According to Ro-
senberg, a mystical bond existed betu,een the blood ancl
land of one's forebears and formed the essential core of a
community, most notably the German community. All
subsequent aesthetic and cultural doctrines were to follow
from this basic thesis. Just how this mystical bond be-
tween blood and art operated was never explained. And
yet for both Rosenberg and Hitler, aesthetic questions
were ultimately to remain biological and racial issues.



5 Ludwig Mies uan der Rolte on ct

student exaLrsion, 1933. WhiLe
autaiting pennission for the school
to reopen, Mies o.ften, took the
stu.dents on ou,tings of architectural
interest. Such actiuities contfibuted
to an "bsTnit de corps" that had
rareLy eristed in earlier years at the
Bauh,aus.

Along ivith his arch rival Goebbels, Rosenberg \e'as on€rof
the very fer,r' Nazi leaders rn ho had completed his univer-
sity studies and was entitled to be addressed as "Doc-
tor."le He and Mies were roughly contemporaries, Ro-
senberg being seven years older', born in 1893 at Reval
(now Tallinin), Estonia. Rosenberg completed his univer-
sity studies in Russia, receiving his diploma in architec-
ture from the University of Moscow in 1917, at the time
of the Revolution. Returning to Reval, he wrote to Berlin
in 1918 with the intent of obtaining empioyment in Peter
Behrens's atelier, the famed German architect u,hose of-
fice had providecl initiai training for Mies, as well as Gro-
pius and Le Corbusier only a few years before. Although
he received an encouraging reply, he decided against pur-
suing his architectural career and went instead to Munich,
where he joinecl the National Socialist cause. In 1921, he
u,as made editor of the Vdlkisclrcr Beobacliter which was
published in Munich and under his aegis, the newspaper
became an important NSDAP mouthpiece and one of the
most outspoken opponents of modernism in art and archi-
tecture.

In 1926, during the first Nuremberg Raily, the Nazis
established the Society for Culture and LearninC (SNS)
which, shortly afterwards, was placed under Rosenberg's
leadership. Renamed the "Kampfbund fiir deutsche Kul-
ture" in 1929 (the Combat League for German Culture),
it soon became one of the principal forces struggling
against the growth of modernism. Thus, although Rosen-
berg and Mies hacl never met, they were already thor-
oughly acquaintecl with each other's positions.

No two people could have been further apart. Rosenberg
wielcled enormous po\ver; Mies was powerless. Aesthetic
form, for the Nazi ieader, was based on biological and
racial qualities; while, for Mies, they were spiritual and
universal. And yet both had been born in the heady days
of certitude, and both were convinced of the irrefutability
of their philosophies. For both, philosophical truth lay in
great simplifications, and neither would have agreed with
Jacob Burckhardt, the Swiss historian, who understood
that the essence of tyranny lay in the denial of complexity.

5
Rosenberg was Iess than anxious to meet with Mies. "I Eb
am too busy," he said. "I understand that," said Mies.
"But even so, at any time you tell me, I will be there."
His curiosity now aroused by the urgency and insistence
in Mies' voice, Rosenberg agreed to meet with him at
eleven o'clock that evening. Mies' friends were horrifled.
Who visited Nazi Ieaders voluntarily----especially so late
at night?

Fearing for his life, they implored him not to go. Even-
tually unable to dissuade him, they sat across the street
from Rosenbergls office, in a cafe window where they
could observe his leaving the building, alone or under
guard or whatever.

"So I went that night and u,e really talked, you know, for
an hour," reminisced Mies in later yeals. It was more
than simply the opening of the Bauhaus that Mies was
arguing for-it was the possibility for modernism to exist
in the Third Reich. He must convince Rosenberg that
neither he nor modernism represented a threat to the
Nazis.

"Where do you, as the cultural leader of the new Ger-
many, stand on the aesthetic problems which have
emerged as the result of the technical and industrial de-
velopment?" asked Mies, proceeding at once to the main
issue. "\Vhy do you ask?" replied Rosenberg, obviously
surprised at Mies's apolitical perception of the problem.
For the Nazis, the issue of modernism-and especially the
Bauhaus-was very much a political issue. Anxious to
allay the suspicions of the Nazis, Mies assured Rosenberg
that the work on aesthetic problems was the major con-
cern of the Bauhaus. Rosenberg, long immersed in Nazi
rhetoric, appeared to be unable to understand Mies's
quest. "Why do you want the backing of political power?
We are not thinking of stifling individual initiative. If you
are so sure of what you are doing, your ideas will succeed
anyway." "For any cultural effort one needs peace," an-
swered Mies. "I would like to know whether we will have
that peace." "Are you hampered in your work?', re-
sponded Rosenberg. "Hampered is not the correct
tem,"zo replied Mies, explaining to Rosenberg the ac-
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56 tions of the Gestapo, of which he was apparently unaware

Rosenberg then revealed to Mies that he had received a
degree in architecture. "Then we certainly will under-
stand each other," replied Mies. "Never," answered Ro-
senberg. "What do you expect me to do? You know the
Bauhaus is supported by forces that are fighting our
forces. It is one arny against another, oniy in the spiritual
field." "No, I really don't think it is like that," replied
Mies.

Realizing that Mies was not to be moved by Nazi rhetoric,
Rosenberg fell back to the core of Nazi hostility towards
modernism . . personal distaste. "I don't like what the
Bauhaus is doing," said Rosenberg. "I know you can sus-
pend, you can cantilever something, but my feeling de-
mands a support." "Even if it is cantilevered?" Mies
asked. "Yes," replied Rosenberg. "Listen," said Mies,
"you are sitting here in an important position. And look
at your writing table, this shabby writing table. Do you
like it? I wouid throw it out of the u,indow. That is what
we want to do. We want to have good objects that we do
not have to throw out the window." "I will see what I can
do for you," said Rosenberg. "Don't wait too long," an-
swered Mies.

Despite the civility of the meeting, it was apparent to
Mies that Rosenberg was not about to do anything to
assist the Bauhaus. Since the action had been carried out
by the Gestapo, it was to them that Mies had to address
his attention. Under the Nazis' terms for arrest and pro-
tective custody, Mies was in an exceedingly vulnerable
position. He was a leader of a "culturally Bolshevik" move-
ment, many of whose other advocates were, at that mo-
ment, already crowding the concentration camps. He was
the Director of the Bauhaus, which had long been the
focus of Nazi attack. To make matters even worse, Mies
had designed the Liebknecht-Luxembourg Monument of
1926, honoring the assassinated leaders of the German
Communist Revolution of 1918, Rosa Luxembourg and
Karl Liebknecht. Mies had been the Director of the Weiss-
enhofsiedlung Exhibition, which had, along with the Bau-
haus, been a focal point of Nazi criticism; its supposed

inappropriateness to Germany being made evident
through the famous Nazi collage of the community as an
Arab village. Through his connection with the hated
Weissenhofsiedlung, Mies had been labeled by the Nazis
as a "two-raced foreigner." The villa he designed for the
Berlin Building Exhibition of 1931 had been criticized by
the Nazis as being more appropriate for a stable. Quite
simply, the Nazis viewed modernism in art and architec-
ture as provocative; not only un-German but anti-German,
a Bolshevik threat, and hence politically subversive. Much
as he would deny it, Mies was, at least as far as the Nazis
were concerned, uerry politically involved.

Mies's decision to go directly and in person to Gestapo
headquarters was either an act of incredible bravery or
stubborn foolhardiness.2r Every other day he went to the
headquarters on Alexanderplatz, waiting, calmly and pa-

tiently on the hard and deliberately narrow bench, to
speak to the offrcer in charge (fig. 5). Finally, after three
months of this dangerous vigil, Mies was seen by the chief
offrcer.

"'Why," Mies asked the youthful head of the Gestapo,
"have you closed the Bauhaus? It is my private property.
. . . We didn't steal anything. We didn't make a revolu-
tion." The young man claimed that the problem was the
presence of the Russian-born Kandinsky on the Bauhaus
faculty. "I am very interested in the Bauhaus movement
and so on," he continued, an opinion not out-of-line with
the avant-garde wing of the Nazi party which still existed
in these early years.

Relieved at the apparent misunderstanding regarding the
'dangerous' presence of Kandinsky, Mies said that he
u'ould personally guarantee the artisticaily radical
painter. "Be careful," replied the Gestapo officer. "If
something happens, we will pick you up."

The end came in an unexpected manner. In June, Mies
received notification that the subsidy, which the Bauhaus
received from Dessau, was to be discontinued. These
funds which paid the faculty salaries were the school's
sole source of income. They were cancelled on the basis



6 Tlte bunting o.f books by the Nazls
irt lJerlitt on May 10, 19.J.].
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58 of the April 7th Law for the Restoration of the Civil
Service, forbidding the presence of Jews and politically
unfavorable people at state-supported institutions. De-
prived now of the main source of its funcls, there was no
w'ay the Bauhaus could reopen, v"'hatever the decision of
the Nazis in Berlin. Mies, however, had no intention of
withdrawing his petition. Finally, on July 21st, the long-
awaited letter from the Gestapo arrived. Although its
conditions for reopening the school were unacceptable
(i.e., the presence of individuals favorable to the Nazis on
the faculty), the Gestapo agreed not only to permit the
schooi to reopen, but to retain its cherished name as well.

Overjoyed at finally receiving this letter, Mies called Lilly
Reich, his associate. "We can open the school again. Order
champagne," said Mies. "What for?" answered Lilly
Reich, always the realist. "We don't have the money."
Nonetheless, the champagne appeared at the faculty
meeting, where Mies explained in triumph, "No\A,, I went
there for three months every second day just to get this
letter. I was anxious to get this letter. I wanted to have
the permission to go ahead. And now I make a proposition
and I hope you will agree with me. I will write them a
letter back: 'Thank you very much for the permission to
open the school again, but the faculty has decided to close
tt. "

For Mies, principles seem to have been more important
than reality. From his point of vieu', he had won an im-
portant issue-Nazi recognition that the Bauhaus (and

implicitly, modernism) was no threat to them. He had, he
believed, removed the first hurdle of Nazi disapproval and

ostracism that had been so characteristic of their attitude
toward modernism and the Bauhaus. While official Nazi
support of modemism \vas, as yet, unimaginable, the re-
moval of "modernism" from the rank of treasonous activ-
ities was the first step toward accommodation, if Mies and
his fellow modernists were to continue to practice in a
Nazi-dominated Germany. For Mies, this issue had crucial
professional significance as he had recently been invited,
along with several others, to enter a design in the highly
coveted Reichsbank competition of 1933.

Thus in Mies's mind a significant principle had been es-

tablished. Unfortunately, as Mies was to only realize four
years later, the Nazis were not interested in principles.
In this regard, Rosenberg revealed more insight than
Mies r,l'hen he told him, "It is one army against another,
only in the spiritual fie1d."

This incident reveals the pattern of contact between Mies
and the NSDAP that was to reoccur many times during
the four years that he remained in his homeland. While
not a Nazi, nor even a sympathizer (in fact, totally disin-
terested), Mies, rvith a stubborness and single-minded-
ness that enabled him to overlook personal dangers-con-
ditions which would have dampened the ardor of a lesser
man-refused to see the Nazis as they really were and
repeatedly attempted some form of accommodation. In-
terested only in his naruow pursuits, he chose not to see

the blood in the streets.

Simply put, Mies rvishecl to build for his country-u'hich,
in his mind, was quite separate from its ruling govern-
ment. He was able to make his extraordinary architectural
contributions because of his absolute faith in the validity
of his aesthetic principles. And yet, these same aesthetic
certainties blinded him from seeing the truth of a regime
in which all values, moral and aesthetic, had simply dis-
integrated (fig. 6). Mies's attempts at accommodation r,l ith
the Nazis must be seen as being entirely consistent u,ith
the tenets of his architectural concepts.
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Documents

1 (frontispiece) LouelL Beach, House,
Newport Beach, C aLifontia.
R. M. SchindLer, 1926. So'utlt-east
axonomet'ric.

Schindler, Lovell, and the Newport Beach House,
Los Angeles, 1921-1926

Stefanos Polyzoides

Phillip Lovell was a very well-known Los Angeles nutri- 61
tionist and a practitioner of drugless medicine. During the
1920's and 1930's he authored a popular syndicated column
in the Sunday Magazine section of the Los Ange\es Times
called "Care of the Body." In his lengthy articles, Phillip
Lovell pioneered in the advocacy of ways of life based on
mental and physical health. He wrote passionately and
extensively on natural diets, the effects of stress on dis-
ease, the need for exercise, and the joyful pursuit of "nat-
ural" habits. Most importantly, he rn as curious ancl con-
cerned about the possible effects of environment on
health. His practice, writing, lecturing, and social connec-
tions allowed him to indulge in the luxury of sponsoring
a great multiplicity of experiments in house design that
tested out his ideas on living in health. His wife Leah was
without doubt his connection to the culture of architec-
ture. She was an educator, involved in the artistic, polit-
ical, and social issues of the period. Her sister Harriet
and her husband Sam Freeman sponsored a Frank Lloyd
Wright House in 1923 and Leah Lovell was deeply aware
of the power of architecture to affect human life. Her own
radical activities brought her in touch with Pauline Gi-
bling-Schindler as early as 1921.

Rudolph M. Schindler \vas born in Vienna in 1887 and
arrived in Los Angeles in 1920 via Chicago and Taliesin
East to oversee the construction phase of Frank Lloyd
Wright's House B on Aline Barnsdali's Olive Hill. He
remainecl associated with Wright until 1924. Pauline Gi-
bling was born in 1893 and met and maruied Schindler in
Chicago in 1919. She had recently graduated from Smith
College and was a teacher of music after having spent the
years 1917-1919 on the staff of Jane Addams's Hull
House. Both Schindler and Gibling were people with
strong personalities and radical convictions. He was the
quintessential bohemian, rejecting the bourgeois ethic of
his native city and developing a way of life and sense of
form that were absolute in their truth to the beliefs that
generated them. In a 1974 interview his wife described
him as "a highly individuated, almost anarchic personality
believing in the freedom of the individual to be himself,
to develop a rich inner self u.ithin a dignified and simple
daily life."



62 By contrast, she was a person with a highly developed
social conscience, a believer in organized change on all
fronts. She spoke out and wrote extensively throughout
her life on the rights of those who were being oppressed
by the structure of society. After her divorce from Schin-
dler in 1928 her political activities were further expanded
to include among other things membership in the Ameri-
can Communist Party. (She u,as later expelled for being
Iess than conformist in her vieu's.) She was throughout
her life a sponsor of radical causes, her house a salon for
the disaffected.

The introspective architect and the activist musician con-
structed their house in 1921 around a way of life that u,as
based on independence, mutual respect, and simplicity.
She described it thus in 1974: "I think that honesty was
a part of what made our decisions. We lived in the way
we believed, frcely and committed to the quality of our
experiences."

The Schindler House/Studio became a center of intellec-
tual fermcnt from the beginning. The Schindlers attracted
around them a group of friends that r,r,'ere equally dissat-
isfied u,ith the prevailing ideology of blind technological
progress and u,ere committed to the idea of creating a
new personal and social order through defining the behar,-
iors and artifacts that rvould make it possible. Many of
their frlencls \\:el'e aitists or political radicals or both.
Many enclecl up as Schindler's clients. In all cases the
Schincllers acted as cataly-sts,, daring their friends to de-
flne lhe mosl desirable states of life.

The Lovells were one such couple who joined the Schin-
dler circle. Pauline Schindler organized a nursery school
with Leah Lovell and the two of them taught the children
in a curriculum based on exposure to the sun, physical
coordination, and music. She later described it as one of
the early curricula based on freedom learning.

The Lovells and R. M. Schindler exercised their curiosity
about the nature of modernity by engaging in discussions
about the relationship betrveen house form and health.
During the twenties they were involved in four major

projects of which three were built. The Lovell Beach
House was the most important of the three. It is curious
that it was Schindler who was engaged in the written
outline of the programmatic scope of the Lovell House
experiments. Perhaps it conflrms the suspicion that within
their circle the Schindlers dominated in their belief in the
necessary link between modern form and modern life.

On six consecutil,e Sundays, from March 14 to May 2,
1926, anci r,,'hile the Lovell Beach House rnas uncler con-
stmction, R. M. Schindler authored guest afticles in Dr.
Lovell's Los Angeles Tines column. In a broad sense,
these six articles aim to demonstrate that the emerging
new architecture was a vehicle toward a way of life based
on health of the body and mind. In a narrow sense the
articles constitute an outline of Schindler's developing for-
mal intentions. Beyond the thinly disguised pseudo-mor-
alistic chastising of past habits and the pseudo-scientific
explanation of architectural phenomena, there emerge
particular examples supporting a personal architectural
aesthetic. These examples can be divided into three cat-
egories:
1) The outline of general principles-as in the primacy of
space as the basic constituent element of architecture, or
in the rejection of applique as a valid architectural dimen-
sion;
2) The posing of preferred relationships-as in the neces-
sity for artificiai and natural light to be evenly distributed
in rooms, or in the incorporation of furniture and equip-
ment into the body of the building, or in the continuity of
space without concern for the definition of intloors and
outdoors;
3) The prescribing of particular stylistic elements, as the
thin wall, windows for light versus windows for ventila-
tion, fireplaces without mantels, etc.

The Lovell Beach House is a pivotal building in Schindler's
tlevelopment as an architect. It marks an independent
stance away from the architecture of Wagner and Wright
toward an alignment with ideas and forms closer to the
mainstream architecture of his modern European contem-
poraries. For that reason, the six articles become an im-
portant document in signaling the time and nature of one



of Schindler's most important formal shifts.

In a twist of historical irony, the Lovells were instrumen-
tal in the generation as well as the thwarting of the prom-
ise for a moclern architecture in Southern California.

R. M. Schindler and Richard Neutra u,ere acquainted
during their stuclent days in Vienna. They corresponded
often betr,r'een 1914 ancl 1924. R. M. Schincller emerges
through the letters as the stable, rising star and Neutra
as the desperate solclier, exile, and bitter intellectual. In
the course of these letters, Neutra's pessimism about the
European scene ar.rd his glorving Americanophilia became
transformecl into an outright clirect request to Sehindler
to invite him as an immigtant to the United States.

Indeed, Pauline Gibling-Schindler, a United States citi-
zen, sponsorecl the Neutras' petition to immigrate in 1923.
After the arrival of the Neutras in the United States, the
Schindlers helped them and supported them in a variety
of ways. In 1925 Neutra was introduced to Wright
through the ir-rtercession of Schindler. From 1926 to 1928
the Neutras livecl in the Schincller House/Studio at 833
Kings Road. During this periocl, the tu,o men collaborated
on a variety of projects, culminating in a joint League of
Nations competition entry that lr.on third prize (1927).
Considering the potential importance of this competition
for the future of moclern architecture, the professional
rapport betu-een the tu'o men seemecl promising indeed.

Tu,'o events rapiclly rel eLsed the apparent bright future
of the Schindler/Neutra paftnership. The League of Na-
tions exhibition circulatecl in Europe with the name of
Neutra as the sole author of their common entry. Ancl, in
1928, the Lovells awarded the commission of their Los
Angeles house to Neutra. It appears that both events
were brought about by Neutra's actions through direct
solicitation ancl in support of his nar"row interests. Schin-
dler felt compromised by the acts of his collaborator. He
interpreted Neutra's independent contacts as a betrayal
oftrust and violation ofethical and professional standards.
The incident dissolvecl their joint architectural efforts as
well as their friendship.

The Schindler Lovell Beach House (1926) and the Neutra 6g
Lovell Health House (1929) were widely published in Eu-
rope at lhe time and were acknowledged as a substantial
contribution to the body of a new architecture. Consid-
ering the early achievements of the Schindler circle, the
potential for the establishment of an important philosoph-
ical base for modern architecture in the United States as
early as the late twenties went unfulfllled.

Sorri'ce Note: This art[cle ttill be part ql'a.lorihcotrting book
Schincller's Ephemera: 30 Houses, 1921-1946 (Lottdon: Acad-
erny Editions, 1981).

Author's Note: Tltis itiroduction is based on in.fbnnation er-
cerpted J'rottr trt'o lengthg discirssioris u,itlt Paulitte Giblinq-
Srltirrdler in Jttne ottd Decentber 197j. Esther McCou's rece-nt
booi' Vienna to Los Angeles, Tu'o Journeys (Santa Monica: Arts
and Archltecture Press, 1979) prouides a tuealth of .facts about
th.e personal and professional reLationships o.f Sclrindler and
Netttra attd their circle of .friends. It shou,ld be con.sidered, in-
dislrcttsable readinqfor understanditrothe two arehitects in their
soc i o-c rt I I u ral co nte,rt, --.S. P.

Figure Credits
1-14 Documentation dralr,'ings: measurements-stefanos
Polyzoides, and Panos Koulermos; drau'ings-Stefanos
Polyzoides and Max Underu,ood.
14-22 R. M. Schindler Collection, The Art Gaileries,
University of California, Santa Barbara.



24 Louell Beach House, Newport
Beach, Ca|iJbrnia. R. M. Scltindler,
1926.

2 Ground floor plan (garage, beaclt,
storage, sltower).

3 Second floor pLan (liuing, dining,
kitchen, ho.lf-bath, LutLn.dry ).
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! Third.floor pLan (four bedrooms
uith sleepirtg porches, bath).

5 AnalyticaL aronometric (Jiue piers 6 Worm's-eye aronontetric
uith base).
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7-9 LoueLl Beach House, Nerupori
Beach, California. R. M. Scltindler,
1926.
7 East-west section.
8 N ofih,-sottth sectiort.
9 N orth-west aronometric.
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10-13 LouelL Beach House, Newpott
Beach, California. R. M. Scltindler,
1926.
10 Nofilt. eleaation.
11 South eleoation.
12 West eleuation.
13 East eleuation.
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70 1/t-18 LoueLL Beach Hottse, I,{etopott
Beach., Ca|iforuia. R. M. Schindlet',
1 926.
1/t In this series of sketch
perspectiues tlrc parti of the building
is transfor*med into a compLete
image. The.fiue, gray, regularly-
spaced cottcrete piet's
become th,e arntaht"re against ulttch
the ruhite stttcco and gLa,ss edges o.l'

the rooms o.f'the house are
cLsytnmetricall y jttrtaposed. The
Itorizontal corttittrLitie s o.l' the fo ur
corners ancl the deep Layenng of'the
.facad,es generate a reading oJ'

ettraordin ary plasticit y. One
recognizes the contpotteri Ttubltc and
priuate roonls o.f the house in
contertual l,y ctpproprtote places. T he

oueraLl reaclirt g oJ' mass|ue, .floatt rt g

uolumes bounded by brittle skitt
creates art uncontfbrtable sense qf'
uisuaL and corr,structio t rul
instability. Tltis is an architectu,'re
about space, therefbt'e uolttme artd
sttrJace, ctttcl ttot ctbottt structttre attd
?/?(lss.
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15 The earliest parti sketch for the
Louell Beach HotLse. Pencil ort
yellon tracirtg paper, 1926.
16 The idea o.f the building is based

on the definitiort of .fiue concrete

frames connected by wooden infiLL.
Th,e Jrames ttere conceiaed as
ideaLly equiuaLent eLent ents. This
sttactural drau;ing indiccrtes the
distort'torts of shape that uet"e

induced itt tlteir desigtt whett
sttttcttrre became realized os bearirry
tnaterial, space deJtner, ettd sttpport
for e,rtetiot' artd tilterior spoces.
17 The door attd toindotc schedule oJ'

tlte ho'use illustrates Schirtdler's
capacity to deal with compositiortal
reson&llce at the Leuel of
architect'ural component. It also
stt"ggests that craftsm,en oJ'

considera,bLe skill toere inuoluerL in

the .fabricatiort and installation oJ'

these pieces.
18 lrt this drawing of the plan ard
e\e'uation oJ'the bedroorns and
sleeping porches it becomes c\ear'
that furttitureAoth bttilt-in and

freestanding----xt)a,s considered an
indispensabLe aspect of the order of
alL rooms. Vertical and hortzotr,ta|
dattrms cotttrol all dintensio)?s os e
way qf'reLating all objects ttitltirt the
btLiLding to each other.
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19-21 Louell BecLch House, Neu:pott
Beatlt, Califbrnia. R. M. Schindler,
1926.
19 A 1926 cortst,rrLctiort phot.o, later
ptLblished by Neutra in his 19.10

book Amerika.
20, 21 These 1926 photos o.f the .iust
contpLeted buiLdirtg shou: it sittirLg
on a continuorus ground oJ'sancl.
Th.e Louell Beach HotLse u'ns onl o.f

the uery .first buildittgs built ott the

Balboa Peninsula. Irt the absenc.e o.l'

a pre-existincl urbqn strtLcture, its
ca,pacity to resTtottd to ftttttre
contertual conclit tort s is aLttost
prophetic. Uttlortunately, the Ieads
that at'e incorporated in its.fbrnt-
tlrc arcade on the street, the picture
windoto on the beach uiew, the roof
garden offered to tlte sky, the garage

and set'uice roonts collected otr the

alley-taere largely ignored b11

ntbsequ,ent neigh boring buildin gs.

In tlte two photogrctphs, tlte
dominant horizontal dattnns, tlrc
Liuing room beLcotty, tlrc sleeping
porch, ancl the kitchen porclt u,ith its
neoplasticist wooden tensile st,utr
ap'pear in their originaL cortditiott.
22 R. M. Schitdler (right) inthe
qa,rden of his Kirtgs Road studio
c.1926 witlt Richard lieutrcL. Dione
Ne'utra, and their sort Ft'ank Lloyd.
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"Care of the Body"
Los Angeles Times, 14 March 1926

Rudolph M. Schindler

74 Los Angeles ts tt-uly a city of horues,
I know ctf no otlrcr city in tlte ruorLd
in wltich tlrc Tteople are so
erce\Lently h ou,sed. lrl otwith standing
our splendid type of architecture,
there is murch, uery much to be
sought, not ortLy in th,e realm o.l'
beauty but aLso in the realm of
heaLth.

When use consider that we spend at
least lruLf oJ'each day's hotLrs in the
h,ome, the impofiance oJ'buiLding a
stttr,cture for ltealth purposes is
euid,ent. In tlte ,past, such eletnents
as beautg, conueniettce, and comfort
haue played the dominant parts.
Houses for h.eo,lth are euett uet
reLatiue\y unkn,outn.

Health is more tlrun a questiotr, o"f
comfort. Too seldom one can.fittd an
arclitect or buiLder" ruith uiews large
enough, to embruce not only beauty,
conuenience, and comfort but aLso

.fttndamental h,e aLth princip\e s.

For a Long time I haue desired to
publish & sertes of articles goaernino
the technicaL aspects of house
construction a'nd its relatiortship to
heelth. Now Mr. R. M. Schindter,
an orchitect of wide erperience, botlt
here and abroad, utill giue ltis
uersion of this question. Mr.
Schind\er's uiews on house
consttaction are of a dartngl,y
liberaL kind. Our entire architecture
zaouLd be ch,anged to conform to a
greater utility and to a larger
puryose 1,aere we but to follow his
teachings.

I haue asked hirn to wrtte other
afii,cLes on the ,uartous aspects of
hou,se constructioyt,. If you
contem,p\ate buildirr,g a llome, it wiil
be toell worth your u,hiLe to read
tltese articles as they will giue matty
practico,l pointers qf' an exceedingLy
uul'uable nature. They will coaer the
subj ects of uentiLation, plumbing,
heoting, lighting, .futniture, and
.finally, shelter or. playgrouttd.

Euery one of tlrcse eLements has a
fundo.mental relationship to lrc aLth.
Treated in a nouel and interestittg
fashion by Mr. Schindler, they
sh.ouLd proue of great ualue to those
who contemp\ate buiLding.
Dr. PhiLip LoaelL, editor

Ventiletion
Although the old cultures of the
Orient have developed a deep
understanding of the physiological
aspects of human breathing, the
truths about proper physical
conditions of the air for our breath
are ne\4,' and largely unknown.

Remainders of the old animal
instincts for safety ancl religious
prejudices against the night air led
to the pernicious but widespread
custom of closing the house up tight
at sundown. The pursuant use of
incense and per"f'umes is proof of the
infantile stage of ventiiating habits.

As long as we use directly the
immense reservoir of air the out-of-
doors provides, no problem of air
supply arises. If, however, a portion
of this body is enclosed in a room,
conditions change entirely. The air
in the room will be changed,
chemically, physically, and
bacteriologically through the
exhalations of the inhabitants and
objects in the room until it is
entirely unfit to sustain life.

This enclosed body of air is not of
even consistency, but arranges itself
in layers according to its
temperature and density. The
moisture released through our
breath and our skin tends to rise
toward the ceiling, and forms a layer
of invisible clouds. The carbon
dioxide produced in our lungs, on
the other hand, is heavier than clean
air, and sinks to the floor. It is,
therefore, evident that proper



constant ventilation necessitates
exhaust openings to the outside near
the ceiling and near the floor,
whereas the pure air should be
allowed to enter at the height of its
Ievel of density.

The usual open window creates a

current of air through the room
which does not efficiently affect the
layers of air above the level of its
lintel, below the level of its sill, and
in the corners of the room. This
startling fact has its parallel in the
warm or cold water currents of the
ocean, which are able to transverse
distances of thousands of miles
without mixing very much with the
surrounding fluid. If such localized
currents of air through a room attain
very noticeable speed we call them
"drafts."

To breathe polluted air most of the
time, only to get a few wafts of
fresh air for short periods by
opening a window or two, is an
unclean procedure. The lack of
tightness of the average window or
door is a life-saving feature, and the
advent of the modern metal weather
strip a real menace, provided no
other means to obtain a constant and
diversified ventilation is provided.

The problem of ventilation is,
therefore, to change the air slowly
and constantly as a body with
avoidance of localized drafts and
stagnant air pockets.

The house of the future will abandon
the present window and provide

separate systems of openings for air
and light.

The old superstition that rooms
must be high in order to be
wholesome is obsolete. Instead of a
high room with a few half-height
windows at one or two sides, the
rooms should be low, with small
openings at all sides and levels,
building the whole house on the
principle of a basket. If these
openings are formed in such a way
as to reduce the velocity of the air
sufficiently, we shall have a constant
and not noticeable exchange of air
through the whole house.

The moving force for this exchange
will not be the violent localized
differences of temperature used
theretofore, but a much more
efficient horizontal movement caused
by wind, differences of density, and
barometric pressure.

An important impediment to good
ventilation is our method of using
the air as a vehicle for heat
transference. In order to heat a
room sufficiently it is really
necessary to stop ventilating it. An
entire new scheme for heating will
have to be developed; of this I shall
speak later.

Contrary to the custom of our
ancestors, we are more and more
aware ofthe beauty and
healthfulness of sleeping out of
doors. The bedrooms are slowly
degenerating into dressing-rooms
and our beds are placed on an open

porch. But still there are architects
who think they may enhance the
"home/' appearance of a house by
fitting it out with the old n"iminal
wooden shutters, and reminding us
of the resultant wonderful bedroom
"atmosphere" which must have
oozed through their perforations.

The basement is another insane
reminder of past limitations. Why
anyone should build such an
expensive, unventilatable, moist,
dark room in the ground is not
understandable. By means of a thin
Iayer of heat-insulating material, any
room above the ground may be
made as heat-proof as the basement.

The city planner has not even begun
to think about his problem of
ventilation. The present city street
is absolutely unfit to form a proper
channel for the air supply, and is
only inhabitable through various
uncontrolled conditions.

Although the new law for terracing
the skyscraper helps ventilation
indirectly, the frequent eddies and
whirls in our streets, made apparent
by the dust raised, show the failure
of our city system. However, there
is hope that by the time the growth
of cities will have intensified this
problem beyond the bearable, we
shall be ready to abandon the form
of social grouping altogether.
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"Care of the Body"
Los Angeles Times, 21 March 1926

Rudolph M. Schindler

76 Plumbing and, Health The first attempt at plumbing is the
rule-of-camp of all primitive social
groups, to reserve the water of the
neighboring brook for drinking
purposes, and to do washing and
bathing after it has left the
settlement.

This "close-to-the-water" tendency
of the primitive is strangely in
contrast with the customs of our
cultural ancestors in medievai
Europe. Intense crowding,
compelled by social conditions,
polluted streams and wells. Sanitary
considerations and taste led more
and more to the constant use of
artificial beverages like wine, beer,
milk, and other water substitutes.
Infrequent bathing and its
consequences, on the other hand,
compelled the use of strong
perfumes, powder, and rouge.

The abundant water supply which
our modern cities provide has
changed our customs of washing and
drinking completely. Furthermore,
it makes it possible to liquefy the
waste matter to a degree which
leads to an effrcient and sanitary
removal of sewage. This does away
with the dangers of decay in our
immediate surroundings, and it wi1l,
in the end, eradicate unreasonable
fear of our drainage system.

A modern, smooth, tile sewer,
properly graded and ventilated, is
an entirely sanitary tube. If the pipe
is well ventilated by being carried
into the open above each roof, the
air in it is freer of dust and gerrns

than is that of our city streets.
However, to prevent this air from
entering our rooms, American cities
prescribe elaborate backventing
svstems which foim the one
unsanitary feature of the scheme.
The multiple connections with the
dry ventpipes provide unflushed
pockets for stagnant waste matter,
and invite decay.

The plumbing system of the future
will use traps which may not easily
be siphoned, but which will do away
with ail ventpipes. It will try to
preserve a uniformly smooth interior
for the drainage pipes, keeping them
sufficiently small in diameter to
insure a complete high velocity flush
at every use.

Although the material of modern
plumbing fixtures is developed very
highly, their forms are not free from
the influence of the past. Both
washbowl and bathtub are fixtures
designed for infrequent use, and in
view of a limited water supply.

The principie of leaving one's body
in stagnant water which has been
polluted by the cleansing process is
not sound. It is further impossible to
keep washbowl and bathtub entirely
clean, or to prevent the water from
coming into contact with stoppers,
overdow pipes, and the like, which
have been soiled by preceding use.

With the possibility of drawing
water of any temperature and
mixing it with soap and other
ingredients before it leaves the



faucet, it s-ill be feasible to use

flou'ing \\'ater exclusivell'. Both
bathtub anci u'ashbou-l u'ilI be

replaced bl,fixtures built on the
sho-,ver principle.

The toilet bor,vl u,'ill have to be
Iowerecl for physiological reasons,
and should be cleanecl by an efficient
noiseless flushing valve.

Instead of being crou,cled into the
smallest possible space, the
bathroom will more and more
assume the spaciousness due to a
room for physical culture. It will
have the largest winclou' in the
house and be acljoined by porches
for sunbaths and gymnastics.

The respectable "Saturclay night"
bath has developecl into showers
taken at Ieast claily. It is natural
that this change of altitucle toward
the cleanliness of our bocly rvill
reflect on oui' attitude tor,r-arcl our
clothes. Most of our textiles are still
designed on the astounding principle
that they shoulcl not "shorv the dirt."
The rn ashing machine should make it
possible to develop the spasmodical

"dry-cleaning'' into a condition of
more constant cleanliness. It will
only be necessary to clo away with
all the ugly cuts, seams, buttons,
and fasteners, which make the
present cleaning process such a
chore for an expert, ancl to use, as

much as possible, textiles which
need not be pressed at all.

These points indicate the
tremendous significance of the

"plumber'" in our 1ives, ancl in the
effort to make them enjol'able
s-ithout the necessitl' of getting
"ch'unk" on sub-stitutes for clean
u'ater.
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78 About Heating Civilization is, to a large degree, a
result of the success of the human
race in adapting itself to varying
conditions by means of its inventive
imagination instead of physical
development. So, instead of gror,l,ing
a fur in order to meet rigorous
climatic conditions, men have
invented looms and the elaborate
heating systems of our buildings.

If we make a campfire in the open,
we are careful to select a place
which affords some protection to our
backs. Only the direct heat radiation
of the flrst serves for comfort. The
air warmed by the flames escapes
unused. All the heating systems
developed since try to use the air as
a vehicle for heat transference, and
in consequence require a tight
enclosure for our rooms, and
insulation for our houses against the
influence of outside temperatures.

Our time has developecl efficient
schemes for such insulation,
effecting important changes in our
architecturai conceptions. The thick
heavy wall has been abandoned ancl

the room enclosures are designed
subject to the principle of clivision of
labor. The material which serves to
insulate the house is separate and
distinct from the one u,hich forms
the room and carries the roof. Being
made with one purpose in view only,
this insulating material is efficient
enough to require but a very thin
layer. As much as we may like
them, the deep embrasures and
jambs, thick adobe walls and their
imitations are a thing of the past.

Theil use is not possible in an1,

honestl-y built house of oui'time, but
relegales all such sentimental
reminiscences into the category of
misplaced stage settings.

The old attic, too, has lost its
reputation as a heat protector for
the house. The few dusty
spiderwebbed vent openings in its
side cannot prevent the attic from
becoming a more or less enclosed
volume of air, not fit for insulating
purposes. In summer this air will
heat up during the day and keep the
house uncomfortably hot long after
sundown. In winter the usually thin
ceiling consttuction of the top floor
cause a tremendous heat loss into
the attic.

It is much cheaper ancl more
effrcient to insulate a single roof
constmction b1, means of a thin
layel of insulating materiai against
heat loss anrl provicle the necessary
cooling in summer b1 a horizontal
air current right unrlelneath the
ceiling.

Inciclentaliy our ability to produce
heat or cold, at u,i11, is one of the
most revolutionary influences upon
our cooking. By keeping supplies
cool and avoiding the initial decay, it
is possible to clo away with all the
strong seasonings and flavorings of
our old recipes invented to cover up
the lack of freshness of the food.

The fireplace has lost its main
original purpose of heating the house
and forms now an important nucleus



for social grouping in the room. As
such it gives a natural center around
which to compose the whole of the
room formally. To do this by placing
the mantel, as is usually done, in the
center of the long wall, frequently
flanked by doors, is
misunderstanciing the problem. The
fireplace and its hearth should be
moved toward a quiet corner out of
the path of the traffic lines in the
room, and have enough wall space
flanking it to make a comfortable
grouping of seats possible. Why
builders should insist on topping the
place of the fire with a mantel shelf
on which to put the usually hideous,
insigmificant ornamentation is not
understandable. The fire should be
kept the feature of a restful 'fire
place' and only things related to it
belong in its immediate
neighborhood. A clock especially
seems superlatively inappropriate in
front of anyone who u,ants to
browse. The flame ib one of the most
enjoyable luxuries of our lives and
only the most innocent will be
satisfied to replace it by modern gas
logs and such atrocities.

On the other hancl, there seems no
reason for the frantic attempts at
covering up all steam or hot water
radiators. Although it is desirable
that the room should digest formally
all appliances in it and become an
organic unit, this can be achieved
only by a few of the most skilful
architects. Usually the radiator
cover used is much less sightly than
the radiator under it, at the same
time spoiling its best effrciency and

sanitary qualities

Useful as our heating systems may
be, however, their basic principle is
faulty. To use the air as a vehicle for
the heat necessitates tight enclosure
of rooms and the overheating of
portions of them. Anyone who has

experienced the stimulating effects
of a cool pure breeze on a sunny
mountaintop and the length of a
stagnant hot-air night in the tropics,
will realize that the old campfire
uses a much more wholesome
method of heating than all of our
complicated modern piants.

The house of the future will provide
cool, clean, constantly changing air,
but will keep us warm by means of
direct heat rays emanating
uniformly from the walls and the
ceiling. The methods for such
distributed radiating heat supply are
still entirely undeveloped, but the
heating engineer must sooner or
Iater realize the need.
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80 About Lighting Primitive Iife is filled with fear and
superstitions concerning darkness, in
spite of the protection against
enemies offered through it. The
feeling of safety created in dusky
dens still gives us the illusion of
coziness in darkened rooms. This
remembrance, however, is rapidlv
overcome by our understanding
natural phenomena, the pacification
of the world, and our strong feeling
for outdoor life. The house is losing
more and more the character of the
den and changes into an open shelter
against the rain.

The architectural consequences of
this development are important. The
window has ceased to be a small
light opening in a heavy wall, but
becomes a glass wall in itself. The
basic architectural scheme of all
traditional architecture, that is, to
surround the window opening by
large wall surfaces and by
decorative frame designs, is now out
of place. The traditional small pane
of the times of primitive technic has
been supplanted by the large sheet
of plate glass, removing the bars
between us and the "out-of-doors."

The double-hung window, with its
ugly crossbar and its meager
breadth, is being supplanted by the
out-swinging, open-armed casement.

The same tendency has done away
with the use of the colored glass and
the heavy drape of the last century.
The glare in the room is now being
softened by light curtains-which
must be real draw curtains, in order

to obliterate the horrible window
shade with its unsightly roller and
its restless mechanism.

It is therefore evident that the
development of the window from a
furtive peek-hole into a means of
living out-of-doors at will must make
it impossible to apply traditional
architectural styles without turning
our present houses into caricatures.
A new type of architecture is in the
making.

A similar revolutionary change can
be observed in our artificial lighting
schemes. The primitive means of
producing light, Iike oil, gas, etc.,
required an inconvenient
concentration of the light source into
an awkward fixture, hung of
necessity in the center of the room.
The electric light, on the other hand,
permits free distribution of the light
sources into all places where light is
required. The stupidity of furnishing
electric light by means of a
chandelier can therefore only be
surpassed by trying to make the
bulbs look like candles.

A mistake in the opposite direction
is very often made, however, by
using the possibilities of the electric
light to the extent of imitating the
effect of daylight. The indirect
Iighting schemes, with their lighted
ceilings, should be sparingly used in
homes, where brackets and low
standing lamps brought into contrast
with the dusk are much more
restful. It is important that the
manufacturer perfect brackets which



are utilitarian and useful instead of
producing a host of "ornamental"
atrocities with imitation candles.

No room should ever be cursecl by
an outlet in the center of the ceiling.
The use of plugs and movable lamps
should be encouraged wherever
possible. The popular pair of
brackets placed on either side of the
mantel is to be condemned. AnYbodY
sitting in front of the fire u'ill be

distressed by their light and will
require instead a reading Iamp
behind his shoulder.

If the center light shoulcl not be

used in any room for the sake of its
spaciousness and restfulness, it is
entirely out of place in the bedroom.
Anybody lying in bed will prefer a

low-placed light rather than the
glare of a fixture or lighted ceiling.

In general, the bulbs will require
transparent shades to distribute and
soften the light. In the dining room,
hovv'ever, some exposed direct rays
will increase the sparkie of the silver
and the lucidity of the glass.

In absolute contrast to this are all
entrance halls. The eye u'hich
emerges from the dark outside
should be welcomed by meeting onlY
the softest indirect rays possible.

The tendency of the modern
architect u,ho understands his
problems will be to distribute light
sources as efficiently and usefully as

possible. He will do away with all
unnecessary gingerbread commonly

called "fixtures" and instead make
the source of light as unobtrusive
and glareless as possible. The bulb
shall become a friend and helpmate
instead of remaining the ridiculously
overdressed, flashy anci tiresome
Iackey of yesterday.
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82 About Fttt'rrittrre The reiations betll'een home and
health are such that their
importance cannot be overestimated.
We are what our environment
makes us and if our environment is
such as to produce excellent health,
beauty, joy, and comfort, it will
reflect immediately in our lives.

One of the most p<"rtent enemies in
our struggle for a happier life is our
inability to remain masters of our
creations.

The furniture, originally conceivecl
to adapt the house to a more
comfortable use, has usurped our
place in it. Our homes have become
storage places for all kinds of
"things" instead of affording us a
sheltered space for living, which
means movement.

The house will have to cease to
squeeze us through narrow door
jambs, to keep us dodging among
pieces of furniture, to perch us on
top of scaffolds. It must permit us to
indulge in the free harmonious
motions of a walking and resting
animal, which we are.

The most important development
leading to a saner w-ay of furnishing
is the mastering of the floor problem
in our densely populated social
groups.

The medieval street served not only
as a passage but as a gutter, sewer,
and garbage-disposal plant
combined. It was no wonder that
walking was not considered dignified

and that even the floors inside the
houses had no good reputation.

The furniture had largely a mission
of cleanliness and everything was
raised as high off the floor as
possible. It is characteristic that the
Japanese, who solved a less acute
floor problem by the use of two sets
of shoes, never developed furniture
in our sense.

A physical and mental tendencv
"back to earth" is making itself felt
strongly in this century. We are
again able to sit on the floor u,rthout
physical, and especially, without
sociai discomfort.

The furniture is growing lower and
lower. A modern table should hardly
be more than two feet and trn o
inches high, and a moclern seat
measures less than sixteen inches.

Our bodily positions, too, are losing
their stiff, representational lines. It
has ceased to be a sign of politeness
to assume the most uncomfortable
position possible in front of our
friends. Instead of impressing each
other with a series of conventional
postures and manners, certifiiing
good ancestors and upholding our
social prestige, we are trying to
relax together, as the only way of
getting real human contact.

The abandoning of the use of the
corset, physically and mentally,
forces a similar development of the
furniture. The difference between a
stiff medieval chair throne and a



good, really modern, upholstered
club chair is a difference between
two worlcls of thinking and
motioning.

And this is the reason why the busy
attempts of our antique dealers, the
copying manias of our furniture
manufacturers, and the "true to
stvle" concoctions of our interior
decorators are so ridiculous.

Another development of equal
importance is the one "away from
pattern." The decorative forms and
colors on the textiles and walls of
our ancestors had a definite meaning
and the significance of writing. With
the use of the letter-alphabet, we
have lost all understanding for this
type of communication, and the
modern patterrr is usually an
incoherent play with senseless
forms.

Our highly developed technic is
enabling us to produce materials of
such variety of color and texture
that the pattern is entirely
unnecessary to give interest.

A plain, well colored, modern floor
covering is highly preferable to any
Oriental or other patterned rug.
Even a simple border will have the
bad tendency to restrict the
apparent size of the room.

Especially the wailpaper must lose
all its "decorative" attempts to
compete with vegetable markets. It
should, as a matter of course, be the
quietest, most neutral note in the

room. We must lose our prejudice
that any kind of scrawi, Iaboriously
applied to a surface, enhances its
value. On the contrary, an
interesting plainness is the most
difflcuit and most precious thing to
achieve.

If a design or picture is good
enough, a whoie room should be
devoted to it. Repetition or grouping
with similar bad ones will not
improve its quality.

Vases belong in the closet unless
some branch is in need of water and
support.

Curtains are a convenient means to
regulate and vary the light entering
through our windows, and not
useless rags fastened and draped for
the sake of decoration.

It must be the basic principle of all
interior decoration that nothing
which is permanent in appearance
should be chosen for its individual
charm, or sentimental associations,
but only for its possible contribution
to the room conceived as an organic
entity, and a background for human
activity.

Rooms furnished according to
historical styles belong in museums
or on the stage. Our moderrr way of
Iiving is developed and characteristic
enough, and has the power to create
its own style.
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84 SheLter or Playgrourud It is not enough appreciated how
directly and clearly our attitude
toward life is expressed through our
houses. The peasant who is trying to
build his house exactiy like his
father's modernizes it unconsciously.
The architect, however, who does
not work freely from memory, but
who uses reproductions to help his
imagination, is too conscious about
his effort and creates dead replicas.

Our present houses are too strongly
under the influence of the past and
its outlook on life. Fear dictated
originally the form and spirit of the
house. The behavior of our ancestors
was overshadowed by constant
defense reactions against real and
imaginary enemies. The emphasis of
the historian upon war and its
physical heroism proves the
tremendous need to counteract these
fear complexes.

No wonder that everybody's house
was his castle, and that all rooms
tried to appear comfortable by
emphasizing their safety through
their heavy walls, small windows,
ponderous grilles, thick curtains,
and dim light.

This spirit was only partly broken
when the crumbling of the caste
system started the lo',1'er classes on
a period of social climbing. The
house was and is a source of social
prestige. The parvenu who had
access to the front rooms of the
aristocrat insisted that his home be
historical in design, and that every
one of his own rooms be a replica of

the lu-rurious salon which impressed
him.

The American house of today is
entirely a product of this attitude.
Neglecting to consider the changes
in our mental and physical life, it
tries to give social prestige by
masquerading in outworn historical
stvles.

These changes, hou,ever, demand
expression. The earth, the sky, and
the neighbor, the curse of the past
and the retribution of the future,
have lost their frightfulness.

Our high mechanical development
easily controls our living conditions.
Our knowledge about our own
bodies releases us from slavery, and
Nature becomes a friend. The house
and the dress of the future will give
us control of our environment,
without interfering with our mental
and physical nakedness.

Our rooms will descend close to the
ground and the garden will become
an integral part of the house. The
distinction between the indoors and
the out-of-doors will disappear. The
walls will be few, thin, and
removable. All rooms will become
part of an organic unit, instead of
being small separate boxes with
peepholes. How petty the attempt to
erect each one of different materials
and to decorate them separately in
different "styles! " Each house needs
to be composed as a symphony, with
variations on a few themes.



Our present scheme of social life in
which we drudge behind the scenes
most of the time in order to present
an "impressive" face for a few
moments of company is outworn. In
driving out the king, we have lost
the careless instigator of fashionable
social manners. Our own everyday
actions must achieve the ciignity of
the past ceremonials. Each one shall
create his ou'n fashions-but only
for himself.

Our house will Iose its front-and-
back-door aspect. It rvill cease being
a group of dens, some larger ones
for social effect, and a few smaller
ones (bedrooms) in which to herd
the family. Each individual will want
a private room to gain a background
for his life. He will sleep in the
open. A work-and-play room,
together with the garden, will
satisfy the group needs. The
bathroom will develop into a
gymnasium and will become a social
center.

A simplified cooking will become
part of a group play, instead of
being the deadly routine for a ionely
slave.

The architect will try to divine the
possible development of his client,
and will design a building which may
grow with him. The house will be a
form-book with a song, instead of an
irrelevant page from a dictionary of
dead form dialects.

85

And life will regain its fluidity.
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Of Le Corbusier's Eastern Journey

Ivan Zaknit

"Why do ue ntake pilEimages to beautiful cities if not to
pttt gctiety irtto our mind and senses, if not to recogttize
by meatts o.f this witness in stone thcLt man is capable of
grandetr.r; and to feeL in ourselues the joy that such a
certainty giues us?"
Le Corbu,ster, Urbanisme, 1924.

Fifty-four years separated the writing of Le Voyage
d'Orient and its publication in book form. When this book
was r,l,ritten there rvas little or no modern architecture;
by the time it u,as published, there was nothing eise.l Le
Corbusier often referred to this period, and in spite of his
cloubt-q about the validity of the text and the manner in
uihich he had articulated his early impressions, he u'as
the first to acknou'ledge that it was for him a period of
discovery. This 'Journey to the East" was to be of the
utmost significance for his subsequent career, as he wrote
Iater in his confessions,2 the expedition was "decisive."

With no previous academic training of the type prevalent
in the French b,coles des beatm-ats (of which he spoke
with scorn), he chose to eclucate himself.3 From the year
1900, u'hen at age thirteen he entered the art school of
La Chaux-de-Fonds, to the year 1907 when he Ieft it in
order to travel for the first time, he underwent the strict
and narrow training of a watch-case eng'raver.

Books played a very important role in shaping his edu-
cation and his philosophy-more so than he liked to admit.
At one point, he claimed that only the Bible, Cervantes,
and Rabelais had influenced him.a Ho\,\,ever, his personal
Iibrary at that time, now at the Fondation Le Corbusier
in Paris, contained a number of influential books, often
underlined and annotated.

In May 1911, not yet twenty-four, Charles-Edouard Jean-
neret suddenly decided to leave for a trip to the East.
With his knapsack on his back, some money from his first
commissions in his pocket, and accompanied by his art
student friend Auguste Klipstein, he embarked and was
"on the road" for eight months.s On foot, by horseback,
carriage, train, and river steamer he went, responding to
what he calied "the persistent call of the sun, of the great

outlines of the blue seas and the great white walls of the 87
temples, ." across the flat open country and the well-
known cities. He went from Berlin to Prague and then to
Vienna, through the plains of Hungary, across Serbia,
Bulgaria, and Rumania to Asia Minor. In Constantinople,
Athens, Pompeii, and Rome, he attempted to grasp "the
birth of Art, the reason of Art, the place of Art. . . ."6
Having known the fashions of Paris, Vienna, Berlin, and
Munich, and already skeptical of their superfcialities, he
was now prepared to surrender to that persistent Medi-
terranean call. There he saw the great eternal monu-
ments, the glories of human creation. Architecture was
revealed to him as "the knor,l,ing, correct, and magnificent
play of masses brought together in light . a coherent
system of the spirit."

No particular reason or plan for undertaking this long and
important voyage of discovery is known. But he was to
always identify himself strongly with his French-Mediter-
ranean origins, even though he was born in the Jura
Mountains of Suisse Romande. This affrnity for the South
appears somewhat odd considering the prevailing topo-
graphical features of the two regions and the tempera-
mental differences between northern and southern Eu-
ropeans. However, the mystique of the South to which
Jeanneret had succumbed was apparently influenced at
least in part by two books which he read prior to the trip:
John Ruskin's Mornings in Florence (1907) and Alexandre
Cingria-Vaneyre's Entretiens de La uilla du Rouet (1908).

The Ruskin text had accompanied him on his first journey
through Italy in 1907. Cingria-Vaneyre on the other hand
u'as the most extensively annotated of the books in his
possession at that time. The subject of the Entretiens was
a series of dialogues between some upper-class French-
Swiss art-lovers, and the major theme was the need for
creating an artistic identity in the Suisse-Romande, the
most important single idea of the book being that "the
true spirit of this region is Mediterranean, not northern,
and that its art must be reoriented away from Germany
and toward the Classicism of the Greco-Latin civiliza-
tion. " 7
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88 Throughout this journey to the East which started in
Berlin Jeanneret kept a diary, noting his impressions and
executing many drawings. The collection of impressions,
observations, and letters to his friends and classmates
expresses personal attitudes in his own vivid language
heavily enriched by strong adjectives and with admiration
for the archaic classic, for peasant culture and anonymous
peasant art.

It took several weeks for mail from the Balkans to reach
La Chaux-de-Fonds. There, these articles were published
in La Fettille d'Auis, the Iocal ne\r,spaper, while he was
still traveling. They amounted to the first half of the book.
The remaining half, however, was not to appear in serial
form, for on November 1 of 1911, Jeanneret returned to
La Chaux-de-Fonds and discontinued publication, perhaps
not wishing to see his strong impressions of Mount Athos
and the Parthenon circulated in La Chaux-de-Fonds dur-
ing the remainder of his time in the town.8 However, he
did not entirely abandon the idea of assembling these
impressions, notes, and drawings, although World War I,
together with other obstacles, prevented their timely pub-
lication, and the manuscript ended up being stored in his
archives. The evidence would indicate that he contem-
plated their publication immediately after the war in a
series to be underbaken with Amedee Ozenfant.

The collection, to be known as Les commentaires sur l'art
et La uie modet'ne, and which began withAprls le cubisme,
was to contain Vers une architectttre and works on paint-
ing, decorative art, and proportion, as well as an illus-
trated volume romantically entitled TilLetLL et Camomille,
which might well be conjectured to be a rather apposite
reference to the text of Le Voyage d'Orient.

The fact that with this one exception all of the topics
presented in the prospectus published in Aprbs le cubisme
were to appear shortly in the Esprit nouueau collection
(La peinture moderne; L'art decoratif d'aujourd'hui) or in
subsequent volumes separately authored by Ozenfant
(Found,ations of Modern Art) or Le Corbusier (Modulor)
leads to the further speculation that if it actually was the
original title for Le Voyage d'Orient, Tilleul et Camomille

was omitted from the series and subsequent publication.
Indeed, it was suppressed until the end when it appeared
as a final testament, precisely because it revealed too well
the true romantic and poetic substance of Le Corbusier
at a time when he and his cadre in L'Esprtt nouaeanl weye
intent on projecting an altogether different view of archi-
tecture-not a more rational argument, but a polemic that
could not at that time afford the possible embarrassment
of romantic attachments to exotic ancient works and re-
cidivist folk traditions.

In the years that follorn'ed, Le Corbusier frequently drew
on this rich source for articles, essays, and drawings,
which were published in L'Esprit nouueau and in Alnru-
nach d'architecture modente and L'art decoratif
d'aujourd'hui. A large part of Towards a New Architec-
ture of 1923, his most polemical and influential work, ar-
ticulated and formalized many of the important ideas and
perceptions first formulated during this journey, support-
ing them with passages from the original manuscript, as
well as drawings from his sketchbooks.

For Le Corbusier the "journey to the East" was not only
a precursor to greater things but a necessary "preliminary
sketch," rather in the same way that Beethoven's CltorqL
Fantasia prefigured many of the themes of the Ninth
Symphony. The idea of celebrating Schiller's Ode to Jo'y
in music dated back to Beethoven's early years and he
never wholly abandoned the project, despite the time that
elapsed between its inception and fruition. In a similar
fashion one could argue that the seeds implanted during
these early travels remained in Le Corbusier and that
later he would draw on this rich vocabulary so deeply
engraved and stored in his memory.

Thus we find him writing in 1923 in Towards a New At-
clfitectu,re of his experiences in the East a decade before,
"In Broussa in Asia Minor, at the Green Mosque, you
enter by a little doorway of normal human height; a quite
small vestibule produces in you the necessary change of
scale so that you may appreciate, as against the dimen-
sions of the street and the spot you come from, the di-
mensions with which it is intended to impress you. Then



you can feel the noble size of the Mosque arrd your eyes
can take its measure. You are in a great u,hite marble
space filled u,ith light. Beyond you can see a second similar
space of the same dimensions, but in half-light and raised
on several steps (repetition in a minor key); on each side
a still smaller space in subdued light; turning around, you
have two very small spaces in shade. From full light to
shade, a rhythm. Tiny doors and enormous bays. You are
captured, you have lost the sense of the common scale.
You are enthralled by a sensory rhythm (light and volume)
and by an able use of scale and measure, into a world of
its own which tells you what it set out to tell you. What
emotion, what faithl There you have motive and intention.
The cluster of ideas, this is the means that has been used.
In consequence, at Broussa as at Santa Sophia, as at the
Suleiman Mosque of Stamboul, the exterior results from
the interior."e

By the time that he wrote Touards a |tleto Architecture,
Le Corbusier, while still as emotionally involved in those
experiences as ever, was capable of sublimating the ro-
mance of his first exposure to them, in order to put forth
the cool rationalism of the "Esprit Nouveau" polemic with
greater vigor and direction. Nevertheless, the Parthenon
remained for him the measure of all Art and Architecture,
the divine ideal and the absolute. Of the Acropolis, upon
which he spent six weeks observing and sketching, he
later wrote in the third person singular:
"The columns of the north facade and the architrave of
the Parthenon were still lying on the ground. Touching
them with his fingers, caressing them, he grasps the pro-
portions of the design. Amazement: reality has nothing in
common with books of instruction. Here everything was
a cry of inspiration, a dance in the sunlight . . . and a final
and supreme u,aming: do not believe until you have seen
and measured . . . and touched with your own fingers."r0

During this same uoAage d,'Ortent Jeanneret wrote to his
school friends of the peasant pottery he discovered in the
Hungarian Balkans:
"The art of the peasant is a striking creation of aesthetic
sensuality. If art elevates itself above the sciences, it is
precisely because, in opposition to them, it excites the

senses and awakens profound echoes in the physical being. 89
"The jars were there, in their joyous clazzle and robust
strength, and their beauty was comforting.
"You know those joys: to feel the generous belly ofa vase,
to caress its slender neck, and to explore the subtleties of
its gable!
"The forms are expansive and swollen with vitality. The
coior, it too, is not as detailed as it is evocative, always
sl.rnbolic. It is the encl and not the means. It exists for
the caress and for the intoxication of the eye and as such,
paradoxically, with a hearty laugh, it jostles the great
enmeshed giants, even the Giottos, even the Grecos, the
Cezannes, and the Van Goghs! Considered from a certain
point of view, popular art survives the highest of civili-
zations. It remains a norm, a sort of measure whose stan-
dard is man's ancestor-the savage, if you u,ill."rl

But above all, during this long voyage ofdiscovery, Jean-
neret drew constantly in pencil, ink, and watercolor, and
hundreds of drawings executed during this journey reside
today in the Fondation Le Corbusier.12 Many of these
sketches are undated, some undoubtedly have been lost,
but Le Corbusier pubiished a good number of them over
the years as illustrations to the articles he wrote. For
him, they were a repository of form and image from which
he borrou,ed whenever he needed to because they had
become a part of him. Of this process of experience and
integration he wrote:
"When one travels and u,orks with visual things-archi-
tecture, painting, or sculpture-one uses one's eyes and
draws, so as to fix what is seen deep down in one's ex-
perience. Once the impression has been recorded by the
pencil, it stays for good, entered, registered, inscribed.
The camera is a tool for idlers, nho use a machine to do
tbeir seeing for them. To draw oneself, to trace the lines,
handle the volumes, organize the surface . all this
means first to look, and then to observe and finally per-
haps to discover . . . and it is then that inspiration may
come. Inventing, creating, one's whole being is drawn into
action, and it is the action which counts. Olfuers stood
indifferent-but you sc?r!" 1l

Thus in his sketches of Hadrian's Villa made in October
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1911, he was to analyze the peculiar quality of the light,
and forty-four years later he could return to this specific
sensation and incorporate it into his design for the chapel
at Ronchamp. Similarly, his visit of 1907 to the Carthusian
Monastery of Ema at Galluzzo near Florence had made
such an indelible impression on his sensibilitv that he
returned to it once again at the end ofhisuoyage d'Orient,
to draw it and to record it once and for all in his repertoire
of form and meaning. For apart from its plastic order the
monastery represented for him the ideal form of com-
munal life. He was to write: "I never thought to see such
a joyous interpretation of dvvelling." t+ Later, he was to
admit that his visits here had influenced the direction of
his entire life.'s

Not until 1965, fifty-four years after the journey had been
taken, did Le Corbusier finally decide to pubiish these
impressions in a book which would testify to his doubts
and discoveries as a young man. On July 17 of that year
he finished editing the manuscript, and without resorting
to any documentation he annotated and submitted it to
Forces Vives for publication. He never saw it in print,
however. On August 27, jrtst over a month later, he died
while bathing in the Mediterranean; the book did not ap-
pear until the following year.

Are we wrong to think of him as being on a further voyage
of discovery, of his final failing as his eyes observed for
the last time "the ever-changing ebb and flow of waves at
play" ! to

"O Freunde, nicht diese tone!
"Sondertt Lasst uns angeneh,mere austimmen
"und freudenuoLlere! "
Beethouen, Ninth Symphony (choraLe)

Notes

1. This idea is expressed in the opening statement of Robert
l-urneaux Jordan, Le Corbu,sier (Neu, York: Lawrence Hill &
Co., Publishers, Inc., 1972), p. l.
2. Le Corbusier, L'art decoratif d'aujou.rd'hui (Paris: Editions
Vincent Freal. 1924), p.210.
3. One exception must be made here: Le Corbusier remarked
that Charles L'Eplattenier, his master in the art school of La
Chaux-de-Fonds and a man without formal background in ar-
chitecture, had opened the 'door' of art for him.
4. One of the most important influences at the time was William
Ritter, 1867-1955, a Swiss writer and art critic from NeuchAtel.
Ritter became a mentor of the young Charles-Edouard Jean-
neret. Through his books and personal correspondence he had
a strong influence upon the itinerary Jeanneret chose for his
Eastern journey. For more thorough coverage of Le Corbusier's
early educatigl s9e, Paul V. Turner, The Education oJ'Le Cor-
br.srer (New York and London: Garland Publishing Inc., 1977).
5. From Stanislaus Von Moos, Le Corbusier, l'arChitecte et son
mythe (Paris: Horizons de France, 1971), p. 29.
6. "Confession," rn L'art decoratif d'aujourd'hui, p. 210.
7. Turner, Tlrc Education oJ.Le Corbusier, p. 84. Les entretiens
de La uilla du Rouet was also published in Lct uoile latine, winter
1906, in Geneva, an art magazine with strong patriotic under-
currents.
8. Idea expressed in a letter to the author of this article by the
librarian of La Chaux-de-Fonds, Madame Helene Augsbuiger,
on January 4,1979.
9. Le Corbusier, Towards a New Arch.i.tecture, translated by
Frederick Etcheils (New York and Washington: Frederick d.
Praeger, 1960), pp. 167-169.
10. Le Corbusret', Creation Is a Potiettt Search, translated by
James Palmes (Neu' York: Frederick A. Praeger, 1960), p. 21.
(Here Le Corbusier speaks of himself in the third person sin-
gular.)
11. From l,e VoAage d'Orient, pp. 13-15, selected fragments,
translated from French bv the author of this adicle.
12. The drawings from this period, similar to the description in
the text, focus on overall geometr;'-the architectural mass,
space, and volumes-and not on the superfcialities of decorative
detail and patterns which commonly preoccupied him during his
earlier years, especially the 1907 trip to Italy.
13. From Le Corbusier, Creation Is a Patient Search.
14. From Le Corbusier, Pr1cisions sltt. utl. Atat prAsent de
l'architecture et I'urbantsme (p. 91), translation by the author.
15. This building from the fifteenth century, whlch Jeanneret
referred to as a cifu modeme, was especiallv influential on the
design of the Dominican monastery df La Tourette at Eveux
near Lyon, France, 1957-1960.
16. "A Tribute to Le Corbusier:," The ArchitecturaL Fot*um,
October, 1965, vol. 123, pp. 17-64.
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The Mosques

Le Corbusier
Tratr.slation by luan Zaknit

92 One must have a quiet place facing toward Mecca. It must
be spacious so that the heart may feel at ease, and high
so that prayers may breathe there. There must be ample
diffused light, so that there will be no shadows, and in the
whole ensemble a perfect simplicity. A kind of immensity
must be enclosed within the forms of the place. The
ground must be more spacious than a public square, not
for containing great crowds, but so that the few who come
to pray may feel joy and respect in this great house.
Nothing should be hidden from view: one enters and sees
the immense square covered with mats of rice straw,
golden and always new; no furnishings, no seats, but only
a few low lecterns, bearing copies of the Koran, before
which one squats. And at a glance one sees the four cor-
ners, feels their clear presence, and then builds the great
cube perforated by small windows from which spring the
four gigantic transverse ribs uniting the pendentives; then
one sees the crown sparkling with the thousand little
windows of the dome. Overhead is a vast space whose
form one cannot grasp; for the half-sphere has the unique
charm of eluding measurement. Innumerable wires hang
down from above. Almost reaching the ground, they hold
rods on which the little oil lamps are hung, a crystalline
procession turning in concentric circles, presenting in the
evening a glistening ceiling over the heads of the faithful.
Within the girdle of the windows whose light is now ex-
tinguished, interminable, taut wires clirnb to the top of
the dome and disappear in the obscurity of that immense
space.

The mihrab, facing the entrance, is simply a gate to the
Kaaba. It has neither protrusions nor body.

Ail these things are clothed in the majesty of a coat of
whitewash. The forms stand out clearly; the impeccable
construction shows all its boldness. Sometimes a high sty-
lobate of delightful ceramic produces a blue vibration.
Young Turks have been ashamed of the simplicity of their
fathers, and all the mosques in Turkey, except the one at
Broussa which was rescued by Loti,(r) have suffered the
ignominy of repugnant and revolting painted ornamenta-
tion. If one is still to love them, one must work at it and
really want to, as I have said. . . . In front ofthe sanctuary

there must be a courtyard paved with marble and sur-
rounded by a portico; pointed arches supporting small
domes fall upon the antique green of porphyry columns.
Under this portico there are three doors, one opening to
the north, one to the south, and another to the east. In
the center is the temple of water for ablutions, with its
charming roof in the form of a kiosk and its twenty or
forty open spigots set in marble panels under an enormous
cylindrical basin that stands higher than a man. From the
outside, the high walls of the courtyard form a rigid prism
of bonded stones; the three doors open there under a
cascade of stalactites. This prism is like the front feet of
the Great Sphinx, which this mosque resembles sitting at
night on the crest of Istanbul.

And then there must be a parvis, a deserted rocky space
with a few cypresses. Paved paths lead to the doors ofthe
mosque and toward the cemetery overgrown with weeds
under age-old plane trees;(2) this cemetery is the counter-
part of the courtyard on the other side of the sanctuary.
A wall of cut stone, pierced by a thousand latticed bays,
closes off the streets lined with caravansaries. Monumen-
tal gates as large as houses open directly onto the paved
paths of the parvis. The caravansaries form a rigid quad-
rangle all around, and over their terraced roofs the mul-
titude of little lead domes may be seen in alignment. These
domes center, measure, and proportion themselves in re-
lation to the sanctuary upon which they depend. For they
enclose the schools of the imams(3) in courtyarcls shaded
by arcades, rich u,ith flowers and trellises, as well as the
caravansaries with their superimposed double porticos,
animated by the murmur of fountains.

Flanking the sanctuary, there must be tall minarets so
that at hours regulated by the sun one may hear from afar
the shrill voice of the mtezzins chanting and calling the
devoted to prayer. Impressive notes filter down from
above. The city of wood lies al1 around. The white sanc-
tuary, in its stone city, pushes up her domes on her great
masonry cubes.

An elementary geometry orders these masses: the square,
the cube, the sphere. In plan, it is a rectangular complex



with a single axis. The radiating of the axes of all mosques
anywhere on Moslem soil towar.cl the black stone of the
Kaaba is an imposing symbol of the unity of the faith.

One evening, at the far end of Istanbul,a)near the Great
Walis,(sr exhausted by so many comings and goings, I sarv
the dome and minarets of the Mosque of Suleimanl glolr,,-
ing in the murky twilight. I went toward it. In the streets,
which also seemed tired from the day's swarming, the last
Turks watched me pass by with astonishment: at sunset,
Stamboul once again becomes wholiy Turkish. People
from Pera say, "Be careful, clon't go there, don't stay
there; they are barbarians, they will kill you! " I proceeded
along a street overlooking vast vegetable gardens; then
came the caravansaries, then the wall, then the open space
with a fer,l, cypresses. Tombs encircled by their enclosure
wall lean against the mosque , and tiirbes2 are there too,
as large as baptisteries. A high embankment wall plunges
into the shadows; the Golden Horn loses its form in the
night. And against the sky there is the black row of the
great mosques. In the courtyard, the bubbling of the tem-
ple of water cannot be heard beyond the shaclowy mists
descending from the domed porticoes.

There are a few men with great dark robes performing
their ablutions; then, one after another, walking across
the marble paving stones, they lift by one corner the
heavy door surbased rvith leather and red velvet under
the trickling of the staiactites. In the sky, just before
night hardens things, the emerald greens are flooded in
indigo blue; it seems as though the great round bellies of
the domes are throwing out the heat they have absorbed;
these forrns glor,l', green u'ithin a darker green, a majestic
disk flanked by two shafts above the square of porticoes.

The door closes once again. A ceiling of stars expands out
in concentric zones above the people praying. It is like a
soft gauze made from the flickering of a thousand little
lamps, and it makes the four squared walls of the sanc-
tuary seem inordinately far away. The hum of pious voices
rises through it and is transported ever higher into the
forest of suspended wires where it fades away in the
bosom of the dome. This imaginary ceiling of light, three

ItinerarA of Le Corbusier's
DastenL joutney of tOll: Berl,itt,
Dresden, Prague, Vienna, Vd,c,
Budapest, Baja, Belgrade,
Bttclrurest, Tirnouo, Gabrouo,
Rodosto, I stanbtLl, Daphnb, BtLrsa,
Atlrcs, Solonica, Athens, Ith,bo,
DeLphi, Patras, Brindisi, Naples,
P ompeii, Rome, Florence, L'ucente,
La Chaur-de-Fonds.

meters above the mats, and the immense area of shadows, gB

which arches above it, are among the most poetic archi-
tectural creations known to me.

The faithful are in severai rou,s in various places in the
nave, their feet bare, ancl they borv clown often, all to-
gether. They repeat "Allah" in a deep voice after the
imam has uttered it from the gallery, after having waited
for long-lasting seconds with their heads bor,r,ed down to
the ground, or standing rnith their eyes beholding the
niltrab and their hands folded in u'orship. Then one from
the crou'd begins to sing a creclo in a sharp nasai voice
Iike that used in the liturgy; the sounds, modulated along
a horizontal line, are emitted in sudden spurts and then
fall back mournfully, terribly sorrowful and melancholy.
Then the faithful get up ancl leave.

When I went out, there u,,ere still a fern of them in the
darkness. One ofthem approached me and shook my hand;
he laughed to himself because of our inability to commu-
nicate with each other and because of my air of vexation.
The others came over and some of them also shook my
hand. I left them and u,aiked away torvard the bridge. I
knew that I would have to walk for two hours to reach
home; I was happy in a silence filled with impressions.

The cut-stone enclosing walls to the cemetelies border
this path, showing through their openings the sleep of all
these tombs. Ho'*, profuse are the temples of water here,
whose fine-crafted beauty was ordained by the sultan do-
nor who instituted the gift of water in this place for all
eternity, so that one might venerate itl Here are the
quadrangles of the caravansaries and the Sultan Meh-
met'6) u.ith its two rococo minarets and its huge dome,
and then a gate closing off the courtyard. Two tiirbes-or
a single one if seen in its prismatic form-mark the place
where a sultan lies under his brocades, surrounded by the
coffins of his wives; then even more cemetery walis ap-
pear. The somberness of the night is blackened by the
aqueduct, a Byzantine specter which seems modern with
its long form resembling a steamship perforated with port-
holes.(7) It leans against the Sehzade,(8) a strange mosque
dominating sevet'al large tombs.
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98 I met no one; a few street lamps illumirrated a huge wall

punctuated by arcades in the golden patina of the marble.
Bronze gates weave their complicated spiderwebs there;
cypresses thrust up overhead. By sticking my face up
against the metal bars, I could distinguish the tombs.
Occasionally, through an opening, one can see to the left
the light reflecting off patches of the Golden Horn; some-
times the sparkle of the Marmara can be seen to the right.
In the middle-ground, on a rise, is the sphinx-like appa-
rition of the colossal Mosque of Suleiman,(e) the work of
that man who built nearly a hundred of them and I don't
know how many caravansaries. Tiirbes are interspersed
within some school or other-no doubt a gift-and the
roadway proceeds along between the darkened arcades,
where by day the whole noisy turbulence of Turkish life
expands through the streets.

Again, the dead may be seen sleeping to the left, to the
right, then on both sides. Some sultans have illuminated
the inside of their sober and often beautiful shrines with
glazed, tiles. Soon there appears Beyazit,(ro) the Mosque
of Doves, with its unusually distant minarets, forming an
angle with the Great Bazaar, while Nur-i Osmaniye, the
Mosque of Tulips,(l1) sits opposite. One notices its mina-
rets, pale and spaced far apart, and its walls all spruced
up with a strange rococo. The Blackened Column, Byzan-
tine in style but on a Turkish base, projects into the air
its porphyry shaft, once shattered by the heat of fire but
now held together by iron rings.(12)A few cafes were still
open, already European in style, commonplace, with Vi-
ennese chairs. I was approaching the end; Hagia Sophia
was about to close this unique avenue that had been so
impressively opened a few hours earlier, against a lumi-
nous sky, by Mihrimah Pasha,tt:r the "clumsy one," the
"one without minarets," posed like an imperious monolith
over huge crenellated ramparts. From the walls of Hagra
Sophia, the Byzantine church with its four minarets added
on, one can see the huge Mosque of Ahmet Pasha with its
six minarets standing at the edge of the former Hippo-
drome. And the street turns suddenly; the bridge is not
far away. Pera appears in a stark outline. And when it is
late, the hovels of Galata seem to sleep. I climbed up
slowly, tired, in the dark dust of the "Little Fields," stum-

bling against marble turbans, poor decapitated ones.(la)
And then suddenly there burst forth the lights of the big
cafes, where so many people seek relief in the pleasant,
delicate, easy, and unfailing music of Puccini.

But my path deviated from there into an area devoid of
houses, overhanging the Field of the Dead whose cy-
presses perish in too much dust. Then, turning around
before reaching the threshold of our house, I saw all of
them together, those great mosques sitting on this great
humped back that is Istanbul-from Mihrimah the clumsy
one to Ahmet the Almost Cursed.3 Ahaze hovered over
the Golden Horn; ib got thicker as dawn approached, cov-
ering Pera, Stamboul, and everything else except the ones
it cannot reach-the mosques. Feet submerged in this
downy sea, each one was isolated in its synthetic block
against a pallid dawn sky. Almost every evening they
unleash the blue color of their majestic silhouettes.
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Notes

Source l,{ote: This cttticle, originaLly pu.blished in French, is
taken .from Le Corbusier, Le Voyage d'Orient (Paris: Forces
Viues,.1966). The entire book ls presentlg being translated by
Iuan Zaknic orzd rs to be pu.blisited by the MIi Press os Th"er
Journey to the East.-Ed.
1. It is one of the great mosques of Istanbul.
?. Ti," tiirbes are iarge tombs built for important personages.
3. The Sultan Ahmet, by building six minarets foi his moique,
aroused the religious wrath of the people, for only Kaaba at
Mecca had that number. He cleverly go1 around thls difficulty
by erecting, at his own expense, a seventh minaret at Kaaba. 

"

Translator's Notes:
(1) Pierre Loti (i850-1923): French novelist and naval offlcer
during the French occupation of Istanbul.
(2) Moslem cemeteries are almost invariably shaded by a grove
of cypress trees, and not plane trees as Jeanneret staled-here.
It was a custom of the Turks, when they first came to the
Bosphorus, to plant beside each new-made grave a cypress tree;
hence many of their cemetedes, especially in the Asialic suburb
of Scutari, are veritable forests of cypresses.
(3) Imam is a title given to a Moslem priest or. more senerallr'.
to any of various Moslems uho have authoritv in rfratters "of

theology or law.
!a) The city of Istanbul is basically divided into two parts: the
Qo-i{en Horn, an arm of the sea, cuts through Istanbul dividing
old Stamboul (and older Byzantium) on the South from the drab
Europeanized quarters of Pera and Galata on the North.
(5) Old fortifications at the outskifts of the city whose founda-
tions are said to have been laid by Constantine-himself.
(6) The Sultan Mehmet, also known as the Blue Mosque, was
built in the 17th century by Sultan Ahmet I who hoped that it
might surpass ali other mosques in splendor.
(7) He is referring to the aqueduct of Valens.
(8) The Mosque of Prince Sehzade (Sehzade Camii) was built in
1548 as a memorial to a favorite son of the sultan, who died in
1543.
(9). The Mosque of Stleiman was the third and noblest mosque
built for the Suitan Siileiman by Sinan. The actual mosque is ihe
center of an extensive group ol ancillarv buildings including four
schools, a training coliege, a library, a bath. a hospital, a [ublic
kitchen to feed worshipers, and a hostel to lodge them. An
a,sylum and a lodge for the guardian of the tombs were added by
the sultan to his benefaction (from Michael Maclagan, The City
of Constantinople [New York: Frederick A. Praeger, 1968], pp.
135-36).
(10) The Beyazit Mosque is named after Sultan Beyazit II (1481-
1512). It was the flrst of the great imperial mosques built be-
tween 1501 and 1505 on the forum of Theodosius. Ever since
then, this site has been a center of traffic and communications.
(11)_ryur-i Osmaniye is also known as the Mosque of Laleli and
the Mosque of Tulips. This latter designation frobably derives
from general admiration of its flower-like beauty, for it was not
erected until long after the reign of the "Tulip Prince," Ahmet
III. (From Robert Liddell, Byzantium and [stanbuL [London:

Jonathan Cape, 19561, p. 179.)
( 12) Rough and unsightly, this dilapidated column. blackened by
flre and kept from falling to pieces by a series of iron rings, is
a true monument. It has witnessed momentous historical events
for over fifteen centuries. On its top was placed the famous
bronze statue of Apollo by Phidias. Priests chanted sacred
lry-n. and paid- homage before it, and miracles were thought to
hare been performed at its base. (For more information, see
John L. Stoddard, John L. Stoddord's Lectu,res, Vol. II: Con-
stcLntinopLe [Chicago & Boston: Geo. L. Shuman & Co., 191bl,
p. 38).
(13)'The-Mosque of Mihrimah Pasha, also known as Btyiik Cami
and _Iskele Camii, -was built for the Princess Mihrimah, daughter
of Siileiman the Magnificent and wife of Rtistem Pasha.
(14) In Turkish cemeteries, a tombstone which denotes the
grave -of a man is always crou,ned with either a turban or a fez,
carved from the marble of the Marmora. Over the years, many
of these tombstones have fallen to the ground, leaving the tui-
bans strewn about like decapitated head's.

Figure Credits
1-g @ S.P.A.D.E.M., ParislV.A.G.A., New York, 1980.
1 Le Corbusier, Le Voyaoe d'Otieti (Paris: Forces Vives,
1966).
2 Le Corbusier, "Les Mosques," AlmcLnaclt d'architecture
moderne (Paris: Les Editions G. Cres et Cie, 1925).
p. 6, 7 !,e lorbusier, Tlrc City oJ'Tomorrow (Cambridge,
Mass.: MIT Press, 1971).
4 Courtesv lvan Zaknii.
5 Jean Petlt, Le Corbusier Lui-mAme (Geneva: Editions
Rousseau, 1970).
8 Le Corbusier, Oeuure CompLdte 1910-1929 (Zurich: Les
Editions d'Architecture Erlenbach, 1946).
9 Le Corbusier:, Tolt)ards a New Architecture (London: The
Architectural Press, 1927).
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by Cesar Martinell
"This is undoubtedly the most compr+
hensive book on Gaudi ever published-
il is richer in photographic material, docu-
ments relating to the architect's life and
details about his works than anything else
in print."-Ihe New York frmes Bcak
Review
486 pp. 550 illus , 60 color plates $55.00

RICHARD MORRIS HUNT
by Paul R. Baker

First American graduate of the Ecole des
Beaux Arts, Hunt's buildings range lrom
Newport's "palace.cottages" (The Break-
ers, Marble House, Chateau Sur Me0 and
Gilded Age Mansions (the Vanderbilts.
Astors, Marshall Field) to the f irst sky-
scraper and early New York apartment
buildings.
588 pp. 125 illus. $37.50

Order from your bookseller or directly f rom

ALVAR AALTO'SKETCHES
edited by Goran Schildt
translated by Stuart Wrede
"A masterly selection, well translated a
beautifully designed and presented work

Here we are closer to the imaginative
process than in any other publication."

- AIA Journal
192 pp B0 illus. $27 50

Bcnks in the Architectural Histary
Foundation Series

ON DOMESTIC ARCHTTECTURE
by Sebastiano Serlio
with prefaces by Adolf K. Placzek and
James Ackerman wilh an introduclion and
analysis by Myra Nan Rosenfeld
"This work by Serlio, one of the most influ-
ential residential architects ol the Renais-
sance, has been called the 'world's lirst
treatise on housing.' This 16th Century
manuscript, published in its entirety for the
first time, and reproduced beautilully, has
74 folios of elegant drawings and 63 folios
of handwritten notes a publishing and
architectural evenl." - AIA Journal
60 pp introductory text with 160 illus.,
drawings, notes $90.00

SPACE INTO LIGHT:
The Churches of Balthasar Neumann
by Christian F. Otto
"An analysis and history of Balthasar Neu-
mann's church architecture that recreales
the living situation of 18th Century design
and construclion praclice an interesting
study of architectural elements and their
relation to a mystical, religious experience.'

- CRI T/Architect u rcl St udies Jou rnal
296 pp 178 illus, 1 1 in color $35.00

(Master Charge and VISA orderc
accepted by phone: 61 7-253-2884)

THE HISTORY OF THE CITY
by Leonardo Benevolo
ln over .1,000 pages, Benevolo, a former
professor of history of architecture at the
universities of Rome, Florence, and Venice,
covers the emergence of man-made en-
vironments in Europe and the Near East
from their beginnings to today's modern
city.
1 ,555 illus. $90.00

VENET]AN ARCHITECTURE
OF THE EARLY RENAISSANCE
by John McAndrew
A guide to Venetian architecture that covers
all the major architects of the period 146G
1525. "One of those publications for a
lifetime-or more a monumental book."

-James S. Ackerman, Professor of Fine
Arls, Harvard University.
672 pp. 438 illus. $39.95

THE ARCHITECTURE OF
ERIK GUNNAR ASPLUND
by Stuart Wrede

The first study in English of the noted
Scandinavian's work which spanned a criti-
cal period in the development of 20th-
century architecture. "Asplund's archi-
lecture was a complex blend of modernism
and traditronal forms: his eclectic histori-
cism and classical forms make him of
interest to post-modern architects."-
Library Journal
258 pp. 201 illus. $25.00

Massachusetts lnstitute of Technology
28 Carleton StreetThe MIT Prcss Cambridge, MA 02142
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VENETIAN ARCHITECTURE
OF THE EARLY
RENAISSANCE
by John McAndrew

A guide to Venetian architecture that
covers all the major architects ol the
period 1460-1 525, with special attention
to the work of Pietro Lombardo and
Mauro Codussi "This is going to be
one ol those publications for a lifetime-
or more a monumental book, of a
kind that modern scholars are virtually
never in a position to undertake."-
James S. Ackerman, Professor of Fine
Arts, Harvard University
1980-7x1 1-672 pp.-438 illus -$39 9s
tsBN G262-131s7-9

PREHISTORlC ARCHITECTURE
IN THE EASTERN UNITED
STATES
BY William Morgan

A prominent architect examines erghty-
two sites showing how Amerrcan Indians
used earth 10 shape their envrronments.
"A handsome, very well-organized book
that should amount to a revelation to
much of lhe inlerested public about
American architecture. The Oraphics are
magnilicent." -John Morris Dixon,
FAIA, Editor, Progressive Architecture
1980-9 3l8x 6 314-240 pp.-
208 illus -$25 00
lsBN G262-13160-9

Available in paperback

THEORY AND DESIGN IN THE
FIRST MACHINE AGE
by Reyner Banham
"One of the major keys to any discus-
sion of the current state of architecture
is Banham's important book, Theory and
Design in the Ftrst Machine Age. lt is
a wonderlul and perverse book I

know of no author but Dashiell Hammett
who can keep me more fascinated page
by page."-Philip Johnson, Architectural
Review
340 pp -304 illus.-$9.95
lsBN G262-s2058-3

STUDIES IN ITALIAN
RENAISSANCE ARCH ITECTURE
by Wolfgang Lotz
"Studles in ltalian Renaissance ArchL
tecture is very much a celebration of a
man and his wrilings. They range from
studies of perspective and central plan
churches to Palladio and town planning

James Ackerman, has written a
graceful inlroduclion that outlines Lotz's
contribution to lhe study of Renaissance
architecture in general terms and in the
conlext of each article presented. The
resull ol this ellort will, one trusts, bring
the work ol a great specialist before a
wider audience a useful and attrac-
tive volume a welcome tribute to a
scholar's career 

-Ttmes 
Literary

Supplement
256 pp.-1 30 illus.-$7.95
lsBN G262-62036-7
(Hardcover, 1976)

BORROMINIAND THE ROMAN
ORATORY
Style and Society
by Joseph J. Connors
"This book puts the study of seven-
teenth-century architecture on a new
fooling and is the single most importanl
contribution to the study of Borrominr
that has ever been made."-Howard
Hibbard, Department of the History of
Art and Archaeology, Columbia Uni-
versity.

The book includes a catalogue ol
approximately 265 plans, projects,
skelches, views, and prints of the build-
ing f rom between 1586 and 1871 which
illuslrale the complexities of archi-
tectural decisions made to meet chang-
ing needs. ll is published here for the
first time, with new dates that overturn
all previous chronology and authorship
of one of the most important baroque
monuments.

An Architectural History Foundation/
MIT Press publication.
1 980-7x1 0-528 pp.-265 illus.-
$45.00
tsBN G262-03071-3

Massachusetls lnstitule ol Technology
28 Carleton Street
Cambridge, MA. 02142

The MIT Press
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